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Campaign Seeks to Raise $350 Million

REVIE

ByJORDYNSIMS'10
TRIPOD STAPF

Coutlusy of Lu Slurpi:
The annual fall Musical Theatre Revue showcased a small, but talented cast of
Trinity students. Check out page 11 for a complete review of the show.

Last week the College
announced its ambitious "Trinity
2012 Campaign," which hopes to
raise a total of $350 million by
June 30, 2012. Students can look
forward to benefits such as
improved financial aid, increased
library acquisitions and learning
technologies, and more funding
for intercollegiate athletics.
There are also plans underway for
improvements to the Arts and
Science facilities on campus.
"This campaign is all about
enhancing opportunities that sustain and, frankly, improve what
Trinity has been doing well for a
very long time," said Paul E.
Raether '68, chairman of the
Board of Trustees. "Institutions
that stand still lose ground.
Trinity is an exciting place to be
right now."
The money raised will be distributed between the Trinity
College Fund, Trinity's endowment, and campus improvements.
The initiative is the largest campaign in Trinity's history and in

Mike Warner Proves Student Favorite
... Py.C^&VERDISERENS '09

Carver interviews Shuttle
Driver Michael "Mike" Warner.
Carver Diserens: From your
knowledge of Trinity, where
would you most like to party on
the weekend?
Mike Warner. Anywhere on
Vernon Street.
Carver: Anywhere specific?
Mike-. AD, Psi U and the
Purple House.
Carver. What is your favorite
thing about driving the shuttle?
Mike: I like meeting the students and getting to interact
with unique and fun people.
Carver. Do you have a
favorite student or group of students?
"
Mike: Nah, no favorites.
Carver. How many students
do you think you pick up in a
given night?
• Mike: Lots, too many to
count.
Carver. Can I hear some of
the more ridiculous things that
you've overheard while driving
the. shuttle?
Mike: I see and hear a lot of
really funny things every night.
It's too hard to pick one.
Carver. What is the most
ridiculous thing anyone has ever
said directly to you on the bus?
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Campaign Fundraising Breakdown
The Trinity College Fund,
supporting daily operations
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To increase Trinity's endowment from $441
million to $700 million, distributed as:
-$100 million for financial aid
-$90 million for faculty and academic programs
-$25 million for general endowment
Campus Improvements:
Expanded Arts Facility
New Science Complex
Smart Classrooms

fact doubles the most recent campaign, begun in the 1990s. It is
among the most ambitious campaign among liberal arts colleges
across the United States and, if
successful, will almost double the
College's endowment.
Although the actual campaign
was not then official, fundraising
began last July. Between the
Board of Trustees, who have
already set an impressive example
by donating $70 million, and
other donors, the campaign has
already raised $105 million. Of
this, $35 million has already been
designated for financial aid and
$25 million has been set aside for
endowed chairs for faculty mem-

bers. There will eventually be 16
new chairs, however eight have
already been funded, if not outright then through multi-year
pledges.
Concerning the exact breakdown of funds, the Trinity
College Fund will receive $50 million of the funds raised, which,
according to the Campaign's
summary, offers "support for the
daily operations of the College,
including academic and extracurricular programs, financial aid,
and every aspect of the College's
yearly budget."
The College endowment,
see FUNDRAISING on page 8

30,000 Dollars Raised For
Local Hospice Program
By LIZZIE BROWN'09

TRIPOD STAFF
On Wednesday, Oct. 17, The
Bushnell hosted,
"Coming
Home With Candace Bushnell."
The event was sponsored primarily by Hartford Magazine and
Aetna and benefitted VNA
HealthCare's hospice program.
Bushnell, author of Sex and
the City (a book comprised of
Courtesy of Brian
New York Observer columns
Shuttle Driver Mike Warner always welcomes Trinity College students aboard.
that was developed into a popuMike: Yeah, last year some- pie trip and completely wipe lar television show). Lipstick
Jungle, and other bestsellers,
•.
one tried to fight me. He said I out?
Mike: Pretty much every demonstrated her support for
was driving reckless, he was
VNA HealthCare's hospice prodrunk and he said he was going night.
.Carver: Have you ever seen gram with her participation in
to kick my [butt] and punch me
anything so ridiculous that you the event. Bushnell further
in the face and everything else.
had to call up one of your demonstrated' her support by
Carver. But he was all talk?
Mike: Yeah, I mean I just friends the next day to tell them founding the Camille Bushnell
Fund with VNA HealthCare in
. ,
ignored him and laughed at him. about it?
memory of her late mother.
Mike:
I
saw
a
guy
sleeping
in
He got really angry after I
As Bushnell expressed in
laughed.
—
—
Hartford
Magazine, "My mother
Carver. Do you ever see peosee DRIVER on page 19

E-ANIMATO

Your Guide to
Halloween Classics
Not sure what horror film is best
for you? Check out our guide to
scary movie classics, Page 13

died a year and a half ago from
cancer. VNA HealthCare's hospice program took care of her so
she was able to pass away at
home, in her own bedroom,
which was an extraordinary gift.
The VNA hospice people were
amazing and so kind and helpful. It's a program everyone
should know about,"
As of the event's commencement, almost $30,000 had been
raised toward the Camille
Bushnell Fund.
The event was introduced by
Co-Host Christine Lee, member
of the Craig & Company morning show on 96.5 TIC, who
briefly discussed the night's
agenda, which included a film
detailing VNA HealthCare's
hospice program. The film featured Hospice patients, and their

see CANDACE on page 18

Opinions: SGA President outraged by destruction of recycling bin, page 3
Features: Ask Annie explains what weapons are legal on campus, page 20
Sports: Comparison of Sox c04 and '07 World Series winning teams, page 21
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EDITORIAL

Fundraising Campaign
Trinity recently announced an
There is no guarantee that the
aggressive $350 million fundraising cam- Campaign will reach its goal of $350
paign that, if successful, will nearly dou- million by 2012. The College has to
ble the College's endowment and con- average over $1 million per week in
tribute $100 million to financial aid. pledges or gifts for the next five years
(See "Campaign Seeks to Raise $350 to remain on pace. Still, early indicaMillion" in this week's News section for tions suggest that such an ambitious
details). The Tripod believes that this campaign is within reach. Since the
Campaign can bring lots of positive Campaign began in July 2006, it has
change to Trinity and that this ambi- already brought $105 million to Trinity
tious Campaign is especially important - $70 million of which came from the
because it provides members of the Board of Trustees.
Trinity community a chance to make
The Campaign is the largest in
their voices heard.
Trinity's history and for it to be sucThe $100 million that the Campaign cessful, everyone will be asked to conwill put towards financial aid will tribute. The College cannot rely on the
increase the percentage of students who generosity of just a few wealthy donors
receive financial aid and signifies the for the $350 million goal to be
College's commitment to recruiting stu- achieved. Instead, everyone in the
dents who cannot afford the cost of Trinity community will be called upon
attending Trinity, which at $46,315, is to make this a reality. Parents, alumni,
among the most expensive institutions members of the College's Advancement
in the nation. Offering financial aid to a team, the Board of Trustees, and since
greater number of students should help the Campaign runs until June 2012,
create a more diversified student body in even current students will be asked to
terms of socioeconomics, which could donate. Now is your chance to make
help alleviate the social and racial ten- your voice heard. If you want to give
sions on campus. The Campaign also money to Trinity, you should do so.
plans on devoting funds to increase the But do not be afraid to tell the College
amount of international students and exactly where you want your money
spent. If you came to Trinity as a finanPresidential Scholars at Trinity.
cial aid student, tell Vice President of
The $90 million devoted to faculty
College Advancement Ron Joyce you
and academic programs, coupled with
want your money to help bring anoththe creation of 16 newly endowed chairs,
er financial aid student to Trinity so
will assist the College in its efforts to that he or she can take advantage of the
retain top faculty, which President James same opportunities you had.
P. Jones, Jr. said in his recent faculty
address was one of the greatest chalAlong those same lines, if you do
lenges facing Trinity at the present time. not want to give to the Campaign
TVie $85 million the Campaign- •will because yo\i ate Tlpset abcrut something ,
allow the College to invest in campus going on at Trinity, (ell the College
infrastructure should help Trinity avoid what your concerns are. It you are conhaving to pay for excessive deferred cerned with the expensive costs of a
maintenance like the $30 million it is Trinity education, tell the administracurrently paying for the Long Walk tion that you refuse to donate until
reconstruction project. The Campaign tuition becomes more affordable.
All too often students and alumni
will also raise money for new arts and
say
that decisions at Trinity are made
science facilities.
A successful campaign will also help without their opinion being taken into
Trinity compete with NESCAC schools consideration. This Campaign is an
like Amherst and "Williams that are able opportunity for everyone's voice to be
to offer more financial aid to their stu- heard, and the Tripod hopes everyone
dents than Trinity is because of the size takes advantage of the opportunity to
do so.
of their endowments.
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Letters to the Editor
Student Pet Owner Responds to
Librarian's Letter

This letter is in response to one
published in the October 23 edition of the Tripod by a librarian
about
Trinity
dog
owners
("Librarians Scold Student Pet
Owners"). As a dog owner and a
senior at Trinity, I felt personally
offended by some of what the
librarian said and thought that the
Trinity community should hear the
other' side.
While I concede that most college age dog owners are not necessarily looking 15-20 years into the
future^: \T am not convinced that
most'adult dog owners are thinking
that far into their own future and
the future of their pet. Who really
knows where you are going to be
living;in, 20 years? Simply, what I
want to argue here is that having
dogs on campus is a great thing not

only for the college community
but for the dogs as well. I would
even go as far as to say that the','
Trinity College campus provides a
better canine lifestyle than the one
led by my dog at home in its shingled, colonial-style suburban house
with landscaped backyard and fulltime house mom. My collegiate
dog is never bored. While my dog
at home spends many of her waking hours alone, lonely, at Trinity
there is a constant flow of new
friends, couches, and belly rubs for
the dog to enjoy along with a network of support for myself on days
that I spend in the library or have
meetings one after another. The
campus itself provides a safe no-car
environment and plenty of open
grass to run around.
The end result of dogs on campus is a more home-like residential
living environment, a dog that is
comfortable in very social situa-

tions, enjoys the company of many
different people, and is cultured as
•only a dog living in a liberal arts
academic community could be.
Even if, at the end of four years, I,
and my dog-owning peers, make the
very hard decision to live somewhere that does not allow pets, the
dog will be a much better candidate
to move to the suburbs and adopt
its own family than it was four years
earlier. Finally, the notion that
Trinity students are heartless to the

point that they would leave their
beloved pooch on the streets of
Hartford is completely ludicrous.
Students get dogs for three reasons,
because they love dogs (first and
foremost), because they want and
embrace the added responsibility,
and because it is a chick magnet.
Signed,
Anonymous Trinity Student
[Editor's Note: The author's name
is being withheld at the request or
the author.)

Got a Scoop?
Do you want to talk face-to-face with the staff of the TripodXo
promote an event or make us aware of some news?
Join us every Tuesday at 5 p.m. at-Mather Dining Hall as we
conduct our weekly story meeting. This is your chance to
have input in the Tripod, or even to join the staff. Just look for
the Tr/pocf sign on our table.
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Requirement
a Step on
Right Path
By MIKE ROBINSON '08.

TRIPOD STAFF

Act of Vandalism Leaves Many Speechless After
SGA President Shocked Harry Potter Revelation
year at Trinity, I was elected Chair
of the newly organized Campus
Infrastructure Committee of the
Student
Government Association.
StiI1
t'^i
* '
It
was
a
time
in which Trinity was
', **.'"••
remember
still
trying
to
balance its budget,
\ /
being
taken
t /
leaving
the
large
burden of the
...
,
aback my first
issue
of
recycling
to
the students
'
semester
at
until
the
school
got
through the
Trinity, when .1
difficult
time.
At
the
end of the
senior in, mjf
year
our
committee
convinced
political science
the
rest
of
the
SGA
to
allocate
class pleaded to everyone in the
$8,000
to
purchase
six
outdoor
room, "Who really cares about
the environment?" For me, it was recycling bins. Each bin was
kind of a "you just don't say that" about $1,200 and of course there
sort of a moment, and yet no one was the shipping and handling
cost. At first glance you might
really protested.
wonder
why we were spending
Since An Inconvenient Truth
that
kind
of money on a few recyand the Live Earth concerts, denycling
bins.
First, the money was
ing global warming has become a
left
over
at
the end of the year
more or less unreasonable perand was going to
spective as the
disappear if it
Sure
there
are
people
environment has
wasn't
allocated.
become a signifithat will say the SGA
Also,
the
cant issue on the
doesn't really do anymaster
plan
of
national
level.
the
school
stiputhing or complain
Over the past few
lates that we only
years, I really feel
about global e-mails. I
use the same
that the Trinity
understand that. But,
company
that
community has
produces
the
the
acts
committed
on
been
coming
black
trashcans
around. But my
the night of Oct. 20
on
campus.
patience was testwere simply hateful. I
Lastly, the costs
ed on the morncan't imagine that who- were increased
ing of Oct. 21
because the bins
when I walked
ever destroyed the bin
needed to be
along the lower
realized how much it
painted
green,
long walk only to
with
customcost
or
all
of
the
hours
find one of the
made lids and
school's outdoor
spent trying to make
signs indicating
green recycling
the
vision
a
reality.
that they were for
bins had been
recycling. After
ripped from its
the
vote
was
cast,
it was a long,
concrete base and thrown down
arduous
process
to
order the bins
the soccer stands leaving it
and
ensure
that
they
complied
beyond repair.
with the stipulations of the
There, next to the heap of
school's master plan, forcing us to
metal, was a pile of dozens of
wait half a year for them to be
plastic bottles that conscious peodelivered. Finally, when I was
ple thought to hold onto until
abroad this past spring, Trinity's
they could recycle them. I'm not
first six outdoor recycling bins
sure I can fully express the feeling
arrived on campus.
of disgust I felt in the pit of my
Sure there are people that will
stomach when I saw the bin. After
all that work, all that time, I was say the SGA doesn't really do anymore than just upset, I was hurt.
The spring of my sophomore
see MISCHIEF on page 6
By ANDREW PEDRO'08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

wizarding world: showing kindness towards house-elves, hiring
centaurs as professors, extending
When J.K. a hand to the giants, and showing
nothing but kindness and underR o w l i n g
announced that standing. Here is a man who is
D u m b l e d o r e not afraid of any social restricwas
gay, tions, but when it comes to his
Carnegie Hall own sexual orientation, he feels 1
erupted
in embarrassed enough to hide it for j
applause; how- 100 years or so.
ever, I still remain silent.
So what does this really mean
Dumbledore never saw fit in over for gay rights, then? I feel as
800,000 words of text to though it actually hurts the gay
announce that he was gay. In fact, rights movement. Rowling's creI think it makes all the times ation is one of the most liked
when he's alone with Harry and characters in the series, and his
telling him he "loves him" a bit alternative sexual orientation
creepy. After finding out that should have shown that a gay
Dumbledore was gay, the online character could assume the role
community quickly sprang to of a major protagonist. It
action, trying to find justification would've helped young children,
upon
realizing
that
for Dumbledore's orientation. who
I'm still reading through the Dumbledore is gay, might be
books, and I've got nothing. The more open to homosexuality.
Several people
only thing I've
have argued that
got so far, with
Even though almost
if homosexuality
the
help
of
none of us say that
could be visualGoogle of course,
Dumbledore was gay,
ized, anti-homois that Albus
sexual tendencies
Dumbledore is
what about the other
would disappear.
an anagram for
characters in the book? People would see
"Male bods rule,
I'm sure that one of
that their friends,
bud!"
neighbors,
the
I'm
not
the characters probably
receptionist
is
defending
the
could have picked up
gay, and accept it
closet, but I feel
that Dumbledore was
that
Rowling's
as part of the
outing
of
world.
Why
different.
couldn't Rowling
Dumbledore wash
a
v
e
n't that great for
gay rights. It's marvelous that a Dumbledore come out of the
homosexual finally appears in a closet during the series, and truly
major fantasy universe, so why champion the gay rights moveshould I be complaining? If it ment?
were so important that he was
Even though almost none of
gay, why couldn't he say it him- us saw that Dumbledore was gay,
self?
what about the characters in the
It could be argued that book? I'm sure that one of the
Dumbledore stayed in the closet characters probably could have
because he felt his homosexuality picked up that Dumbledore was
would be shameful and inappro- different. This kind of negligence
priate to mention with students on the characters' part to recogand teachers. But this seems, out nize Dumbledore's true feelings
of character, though. Over the is another blow against gay rights.
course of the series Dumbledore
breaks multiple taboos of the
see DUMBLEDORE on page 6
By SAN-EOU LAN '09
TRIPOD STAFF

Halloween
is a good time
for horror stories. While the
holiday usually
gravitates
towards tales of
hideous monsters, brutal murders, or supernatural events for scares, there are
still plenty of less suspenseful,
everyday life occurrences which
dredge up similar feelings of
dread and disbelief. For me, a lot
of them take place at the writing
center. I'm a Writing Associate
(which is basically a writing tutor
for those of you who don't know
about the program), and I read a
good deal of papers during my
two hour shifts on Wednesday
and Thursday night. Some papers
are good and just need a little
fine tuning. Others, however, fit
right into a frightening tale. Some
nights are dark and eerie, with
monstrous composites of comma
splices, choppy flow, bad transitions, and poor organization
coming out of the darkness to
haunt my time on Vernori Street.
There are even moments of sheet
terror, with thesis-less papers and
no sentence structure wailing
throughout the building. I
thought, at one time, that these
instances, which are frequent,
were enough to convince the
school to increase the focus on
writing. There was some bad writing going on on campus and it
needed to be fixed. However, simply judging the quality of writing
at Trinity and then enacting
change because of it is treating
the symptoms, but not the disease.
.
I'm sure everyone agrees that
the new writing requirement mandated by the school is a good
thing. It'd be hard to argue
against it. It's a small commitment, both in time spent by students and the
additional
resources required to implement
it. There is a strong core of writing professors already on campus
who do a great job helping those
who are required to take Writing
101 when they arrive at school.
Making students take a writing
intensive course will go a long
way towards helping students
develop good writing skills. It's all
positive.
Yet, I feel that this small
requirement may not be enough.
The thing about writing is that
it's an art, not a subject. When
you fulfill a core requirement,
you are somewhat broadening
your general knowledge. I took a
science course and learned a good
deal about genetics, all of which
is very relevant in my life and has
see MORE on page 6
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Dear Jimmy

President Jones

Answers
Students'

Questions
Over the past years, several prominent members of
the administration
have
left the college. Whether
it's Early Reese or Chaplain
Heischman, Trinity has lost
members to other institutions. How do you think
Trinity will go on without
these individuals? Do you
think Trinity can find other
people to replace them?

When individuals leave a school for whatever reasons,
and especially when they leave a small place like our College
where we know each other far better than would be the case
at large, sterile places like the huge "megaversities," to use
Clark Kerr's now famous neologism, we all are aggrieved.
But, I learned a very long time ago when chair of a very distinguished department at Washington University, now back
more than twenty-five years, that when one tries to find
excellence, one runs the risk of having other institutions look
with envy upon one's colleagues. This unalterable fact of
life came to the fore prominently last spring when Father
Heischman, easily the best Chaplain of my long career, was
lured away from his post at Trinity to assume the most prestigious position in the Episcopal arena in the United States.
While I could understand why he would be sought out as
the premier candidate for such an important position, I was
saddened to think that he would have to leave all of us at
Trinity. Yet, the fine work he had done during his stay with
us made it all the more possible to hire someone of great
distinction to replace him; as will be announced shortly to
the campus community.
Such is the case with Early Reese. We all knew when we
were fortunate enough to secure him for Trinity in the earl)
winter of 2005 thirt bringing him fo dirte*M^Wtl!N&*
the Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer would mean that
others, understandably, would look with envy upon us. And
this is exactly what has transpired with the United Negro
College organization: the umbrella organization in the
United States for the more than thirty Black colleges and
universities, the same organization to which Bill and
Melinda Gates gave one billion dollars to underwrite tuition
and fees for African-American students to attend America's
colleges and universities. The decision to leave on Mr.
Reese's part was difficult, both for him given his abundant
talents and for all of us, given his unflagging dedication to
Trinity. But it was, and is, the chance of a lifetime to effect
enormous good on the part of African-American young people all across the country. Mr. Reese, in his initial conversations with me when he was again approached by the organization to leave Trinity, termed the job offer "a calling," a
most fitting term to describe what it would mean, at his station in life, to be "called" to do such critically important
work at this particular time in the country's history.
Having individuals of the stature of Father Dan and Vice
President Reese on one's staff is a source of great pride for
me as the guy in the front office in Williams Memorial.
They, and their several colleagues, make it a privilege to
serve at Trinity. And their contributions, vast that they are,
allow the College an opportunity to try to find in their successors individuals of similar merit and accomplishment.
This has already proved to be the case in our search for
Father Heischman's successor. And we will do whatever is
necessary to duplicate the feat with Vice President Reese's.
We have hired the best firm we know of in the U.S. (Spencer
Stuart), which provided the background work in the last
search for a CFO in 2004-2005, and we will not rest until we
have the best possible individual in place to continue the
remarkable work Mr. Reese has done for our financial foundation in the past three years. This, or so it seems to me, is
what we must do to secure Trinity's future for our students,
faculty, and staff. Having the best is always a risk, but it is a
risk that one needs always to take since excellence is hard to
find and important to retain.

Please send any questions for President Jimmy
Jones to
tripod@trincoll.edu

Beloved Character Pleads SGA Going
for Privacy from Media For Major
Changes

ety. I feel like an unfairly labeled
communist in the '50s. The
unfounded opinion of a few sudS i n c e denly creates an uproar and backDumbledore's lash.
Why does anyone need to
announcement
last week, the know what goes on in the privaPR. office at cy of my bedroom? It is frankly
my factory has none of your business (to quote
been buzzing Seinfeld: Not that there's anywith unnecessary phone calls. It thing wrong with that!).
seems that just because another
What is perhaps most famous
well-known figure in this "literary- about me is my relationship with
world" (as you people call it) has Charlie Bucket, who will, when
come out as being gay, it is my time is over, take over my facexpected that others, myself tory. Charlie is a very respectable
included, will be coming out with young gentleman, with a steady
announcements soon. This is girlfriend. He and I are friends,
completely unfair. I am not and I chose him because he
Lindsay Lohan or Nicole Richie, understands my workings, and
following Paris to jail.
how I choose to live my life. He
We work and exist in a socie- was raised well by his parents, as
ty where anyone who strays mild- free as one could be from the
ly from the norm is assumed to pressures of society that create
have something off about him. the unfounded biases and prejuYes, I run a candy factory. Yes, I dices that now plague us. He
employ many small, strange work- understands me, unlike all of the
ers. Yes, I chose a child to run my haters that are now questioning
factory after I am gone. Give me me.
a little bit of time and I can
A bunch of us had dinner at
explain it to you, if you are inter- Gramercy
Tavern
with
ested. But because I am reclusive, Dumbledore a few days before
and a little odd, everyone seems the public announcement, and he
to believe that I am a homosexual. This is a problem in our socisee CHARACTERS on page 5
By WILLY WONKA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Better Relations Needed
up happening in this instance.
By ASHLEY BELL'08
We've all heard a thousand
TRIPOD STAFF
times about communication on
this campus and the problems
There's
a
that people have. The administrahole in your
tion doesn't hear the students,
wall where you
the students don't communicate
think a local
back to the administration in a
prisoner snuck
healthy way, the Tripod sucks; we
in to hide his
get it. When different aspects of
belongings,
the campus change to accommoyour window is
date budget or time constraints,
jammed because the screen won't
sometimes the promoters of
close, and you're pretty sure all
change can't make it as userthe hot water from the bathroom
friendly as the students would
I is leaking from
like. But someyour
ceiling.
Despite the fact that
times they can,
Despite the fact
and this is one of
felon-buried treasure
that felon-buried
those times. This
treasure beats the
beats the hell out of
isn't a huge issue,
hell
out of
Bantam Bucks, you've
it's nothing . to
Bantam Bucks,
bother
the
decided
to
pick
up
the
you've decided to
trustees
with
at
a
pick
up the
phone to call and get
meeting
or
hold
phone to call and
some of this stuff at
a campus-wide
get some of this
conference. But
least
looked
at
(for
fear
stuff at least
something like
looked at (for
of possibly drowning
this is one of
fear of possibly
in your sleep).
those things that
drowning in your
if the top would
sleep). Buildings
put
in
an
inch
of
effort, it would
and Grounds has now merged
go
a
mile
with
the
students.
with the "Magic Help Desk"
Should
a
problem
arise with
(according to their e-mail) to. proyour
living
accommodations,
you
vide a service with wizardry that
need
to
call
the
help
desk
and
would make Harry Potter jealous.
put
in
a
ticket
about
the
probAt first I too was puzzled when I
was directed to the computing lem. When the problem is fixed,
center to put in a B&G claim, but you'll get an e-mail saying that
nonetheless I could understand your ticket has been closed. It's
why Trin facilities would decide the same as if you have a computto jump on the automated sys- er problem, so that's not an issue.
tems bandwagon to cut out But the ticket is basically the
human interaction. All sarcasm extent of your interaction with
aside, in theory it works, but the- the people you are dealing with.
ory rarely translates well into
action, which is what has ended
see STUDENTS on page 5

By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ 1 0
TRIPOD STAFF

Looking
back, I at
times feel disappointed that
I didn't take
the time my
freshman year
to become an
active member of the Student
Government Association (SGA),
because now that I am a senatorat-large and the chair of the
Campus
Infrastructure
Committee, I can truly appreciate
what great work this organization
does.
For one thing, I feel that the
entire SGA really cares about our
school, and I'm pretty sure we all
try to do what is in the best interest of the student body. I don't
know anyone in the SGA that
isn't truly committed to making
Trinity a better place. It's really
funny, but I think almost everyone in the SGA is extremely
involved on our campus even outside of the SGA. Look at every
;enator's planner, and you'll see it
booked essentially from dawn
until dusk. Honestly, we are probably the most dedicated and driven people around - we all care
to popular belief, we spend a lot
of time working together to
accomplish the goals that our
President, Andrew Pedro '08, has
set for us. We have meetings every
week, not only as the entire
Senate, but also in our committees.
Personally, I believe my committee is truly awesome, mainly
because I have four great guys
working with me: Ryan Haney
'10, Joe Tarzi '08, Chris Gardner
'10 and Ben Yanni-Lazarus '08.
They are all extremely motivated
and enthusiastic about the projects we have in store for the rest
of the academic year. YanniLazarus already took on the
major task of researching, planning and setting up a Downtown
Shuttle, which runs basically
every Thursday except holidays
(Thanksgiving, etc.) from 8 p.m.
to 2 a.m. We really wanted to give
students the opportunity to
explore more of Hartford,
whether it is going to dinner and
seeing a show or going shopping
at some chic boutiques. Also,
there is the obvious nightlife
aspect, and we wanted to prevent
students from going to clubs or
bars where they would inevitably
drink and be forced to drive
home. In my opinion, I would say
it has been pretty successful so
far.
Haney is the chair of our subcommittee
dealing
with
Chartwells. He and representatives from each class (we actually
still have some open spots, so if
you're interested, contact either

see SGA on page 5
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Students Displeased With j SGA is a Vehicle for Campus Changes
Slow Reply to Problems
continued from page 4

continued from page 4

would give the student ample
notice so that she would not
It seems really great in theory, but come home after getting a ticket
there's a difference between your closure notification to find boot
computer and your dorm room. prints on her sheets next to her
If you're having difficulty with pillow. Obviously they can't get
your e-mail, you generally don't to the ceiling without stepping
care how they fix it as long as it on something, but if you give
gets done. And sometimes this is people a notice of when a
the case with dorm problems. If Facilities staff member will be
your window won't close, you stopping by, students can plan
probably just want it fixed with- better or just know what's going
out dealing with extra communi- on. If they've had to fix a pipe,
cation. But if it's something more tell the students. If they have to
serious like water damage, it enter the rooms when the stuwould help the students if they dents aren't there, give them the
would get more information than heads-up of an accurate time
just the ticket has been closed, when they'll be there. Otherwise
especially when there's still evi- the students will think that since
dence of the damage in the room. they weren't told what was done
Something like this could mean to fix anything and they can't see
something more than just a water what's been fixed, that the
spill in the room above; there request was ignored. Sometimes
could be a leaking pipe or rain there are smaller problems within
damage that's coming in through the bigger issue, there could be
the walls, and generally these cosmetic damages as well as strucproblems aren't simply fixed with tural ones. The smaller ones that
spackle. When problems need are in the students' rooms might
people to rip open walls or make not be caught by a staff member
structural fixes, a ticket close looking for structural maintenotification doesn't exactly satis- nance issues, but these are the
fy peace of mind. An explanation only details that the students can
of what was done to remedy the see. It shouldn't be up to the stusituation is always appreciated, dent to make continuous followand it helps the' students know up phone calls to have them what
what they should be concerned they thought was the original
about in the future and what's a damage. This is why it takes so
done deal.
long for something to get reportKeeping the students up to ed, if it gets reported at all. The
date should be considered a cour- students often feel like nothing's
tesy when fixing general problems getting clone because they aren't
in the dorm that affect individu- informed of the process. Bottom
als' rooms. But it is a necessity line: keep the students in the
when it involves entering a stu- loop when it comes to their living
dent's room when she is not there arrangements, especially when
and making changes. A simple e- you need to enter their rooms. If
mail stating that someone will be anything it'll cut down on the
entering the room within a day amount of incoming calls to
and what they will be doing B&G.

Characters Discuss Recent
News Over Poker Game
what is "normal" makes such litcontinued from page 3
tle, difference. The person will
told us his news. He was con- remain the same, and so will our
cerned that we would think dif- relationships with him. I am not
ferently of him, be skeptical of his gay; there is nothing in the pubclose relationship with Harry. We, lished accounts of my life that
would implicate
that is, the memthat. Further, I
bers of our Poker
The bottom line is,
should not need
club
(Samwise
loiowing that he is one to defend myself
G a m g e e ,
of the many members
against accusaChristopher
tions,
and if I
R o b i n ,
of our society who
were gay, there
Dumbledore,
have a different sexual
would be nothLuke Skywalker,
persuasion than what is ing you should
Fern Arable, and
be upset or angry
Johnny Tremain)
"normal" makes such
at.
k n o w
little difference.
Dumbledore very
. As
for
well, and obviousDumbledore, I
ly his news made no change in would never do anything but supour relationship. The only reason port him. He only has the best
we may dislike him is because of interests of everyone in his mind,
his amazing poker face. I leave my including . that pesky half-life
factory rarely, once a week for Voldemort. I am tired of dealing
our poker game, and I wonder with these phone calls and letters.
why, because I always seem to Please stop sending them. With
lose to his nasty royal flush. no incriminating evidence against
Damn magic.
me, nay-sayers have no basis for
their
accusations.
Support
The bottom line is, knowing
Dumbledore, he is an amazing
that he is one of the many memman who has done such good for
bers of our society who have a
this world.
different sexual persuasion than

included - all you have to do
when we (hopefully) finally get
Haney or me) meet with either this rolling is fill out an easy
Ed Taraskewich, Chartwells online application and pay a
Senior Director; Toby Chenette, small fee to get you started. For
Chartwells
Director
of my part, I find this idea excepOperations; Keith Edwards, tionally exciting and I'm extremeChartwells Executive Chef; or ly looking forward to seeing, say,
Dave Gelinas, Chartwells Bistro a Prius sitting in the Mather parkManager,
on
ing lot. Speaking
Fridays during
Overall, it is my job to of parking, probalunch to discuss
bly the best thing
represent the concerns
what Chartwells
that will come
is doing correctly
out of this is that
of the student body,
and what needs
the awful parking
and I try really hard to
improvement. We
situation we have
keep in touch with
highly encourage
on campus will
students to either
hopefully be alleeveryone, whether it is
stop by that table
viated. Also, we
just by walking up to
if you have any
are working to
them and talking to
suggestions, or
better our relajust
e-mail
tionship
with
them directly, or even
Campus Safety.
Haney. He is
via Facebook.
Earlier
this
your voice when
it comes to the
. month we accomfood we have available on cam- panied Associate Director of
pus!
Campus Safety Chris Lyons and
In addition, Tarzi and Campus Safety Officer Ramon
Gardner are helping me out with Rosario as they did their bi-annuseveral things. First off, we are try- al Lighting Walk, where they not
ing very hard to get at least one only test the blue light boxes
Zipcar on campus. If you haven't around campus, but also check to
heard of them, they're basically see where there is perhaps a need
cars that you can rent either by for better visibility. We made sugthe hour or by the day, so if you gestions and ultimately, I feel that
just need to get to the grocery Campus Safety is an important
store or if you're maybe planning ally we have, and I think as we all
to take a quick weekend trip know, there is always room for
home, there will be a car at your improvement, and so by collabodisposal. Gas and insurance are rating closely with them, we hope

to make Trinity students feel
more secure on campus. Finally,
the
Campus
Infrastructure
Committee also wants to start up
a student-run recycling task force.
Instead of burdening the Facilities
Department with recycling, which
sometimes (okay, a lot of times)
doesn't get done correctly, we will
put recycling in the hands of students that really care, and that
will get paid to be responsible for
making sure our paper, bottles
and cans get recycled properly. In
partnership with Green Campus,
the SGA will partially fund more
bins around campus and dramatically enhance the system we have
now. We're still ironing out the
final details, but we expect to
have this going by the spring definitely a thrilling initiative.
Overall, it is my job to represent the concerns of the student
body, and I try really hard to keep
in touch with everyone, whether
it is just by walking up to them
and talking to them directly, or
even via Facebook. (So if I've randomly sent you a friend request
and you have no idea who I am,
now you know!) If at any point in
time you have something you
think needs to be addressed,
please don't hesitate to contact
me. It doesn't even have to be
related to Campus Infrastructure
necessarily - just know that I'm
here, as is the rest of the SGA, for
you.

Along the Wrong Walk
What Were You For Halloween?

"I was 'soulja boy3."
Al Smith

-tf
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"Halloween was this weekend? I'm going to be a
nurse."
Katy Nielson
CLASS OF 2008

•• "I was the devil. I got 34
-'', people to sell their souls to me."
i'' Josh Gaston
": i CLASS OF 2009

Mo Luan "
Class of 2009 %:
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Mischief a Sign of Student Bitterness More Stringent Writing
Requirement Necessary
continued from page 3

thing or complain about global emails. I understand that. But, the
acts committed on the night of
Oct. 20 were simply hateful. I
can't imagine that whoever
destroyed the bin realized how
much it cost or all of the hours
spent trying to make the vision a
reality. But, it shouldn't matter.
The bin was brought to this
school by students, and it was
most likely destroyed by a group
of students as well.
When I fought to get the bins,
I imagined that they would last
for at least 20 to 30 years and
have a lasting impact on the

school. Unfortunately, this one
bin was only allowed to last for
less than 10 months. Now there
are only five remaining bins on
the campus, and it would take
another half year for more bins to
arrive if the order was placed
tomorrow.
With the SGA hoping to
implement many more costly
goals, including co-funding a student-run recycling program, there
are simply too many expenses to
bear the burden of even replacing
this single bin. While I'm confident that President Jones and his
administration will take on this
responsibility, how can I lobby
for more bins if members of our

community are willing to destroy
them? As students we need to
embrace positive change on cambroad applications. Nearly every
continued from page 3
pus and prove to the administracareer field requires at least comtion that the recldess and ignobeen
useful
in
understanding
petency
in writing. Even scientists
rant actions of a few are not representative of the greater student many issues, like cloning and have to put together lab reports
body. I can only hope that you stem cells, in the news. The same and articles, and, while these are
will join me and other students goes for my political science very specialized types of writing,
who are trying to make Trinity a course this semester. I'm learning they could nevertheless be
better place for everyone. With bits about government, econom- strengthened by practice. Writing
the SGA hoping to implement ics, and political theory that have plays a large part in everyday life
many more costly goals, including helped me understand a lot as well, especially for college stuwhat's
dents, who have
co-funding a student-run recycling about
to
deal with
program, there are simply too going on in our
That's why a. one
resumes
and
many expenses to bear the burden country and the
course requirement is
w o r l d .
applications. Yet,
of even replacing this single bin.
when I talk to
Andrew Pedro is the President Unfortunately,
treating the symptoms,
writing is not the
people even late
of the SGA.
not the disease. Sure,
same as these
into their careers,
the quality of papers
subjects. Writing
they
comment
has to be honed
on how poor the
will probably rise.
quality of writing
either committed suicide or died and crafted. It
People are bound to
has
to
be
develis in their workalone.
overcome
the
most
oped
and
nurplace
and the
As Vito Russo's The Celluloid
need
for
people
Closet: Homosexuality in the tured. To become
basic of errors and pick
who can put
Movies (1981) points out, in film a truly good
up a. few tricks when
together a coherafter film of the mid-century— writer, you need
ent piece of writthey're finished with a
Rebel Without a Cause; Rebecca; practice and dediing.
Suddenly, Last Summer — the gay cation and, lord
writing intensive class.
characters must pay for their exis- knows, still most
It's clear that
people never get
tence with death,
more of a focus
Dumbledore is a painfully there.
needs to be taken
selfless, celibate, dead gay man,
That's why a one course on writing in colleges and universo forgive me if I don't see requirement is treating the symp- sities to better prepare students
Rowling's revelation as great toms, not the disease. Sure, the for the real world. The new writprogress. Even though the series quality of papers will probably ing requirement is a step in the
is over, this revelation awakens rise. People are bound to over- right direction and is sure to do a
Dumbledore's life in the land of come the most basic of errors great deal of good for future
fan fiction, where writers can give and pick up a few tricks when Trinity classes. More can be done
Dumbledore the fulfilling gay life they're finished with a writing though. There are other colleges
that Rowling never bothered to intensive class. But that doesn't with a strong focus on writing,
give him. I still think that Harry mean they'll become good writis gay though, btit^^tW^SWefei^
wait for Rowling to out him some ment will fail.
their schedules. There's no reason
other day.
Writing is a skill that has why Trinity can't be like them.

Dumbledore Needs to Rest in Peace
continued horn page 3

thing about Dumbledore. He
lived to the ripe old age of 115,
The Harry Potter series is a but sadly he never found love.
reflection of the growth and Over the course of the books,
development of these children, the most emotionally attached he
filled with the typical romances got with anyone was Harry, who
and drama that happens when was scarred, lonely, and full of
these children become teenagers. angst. Dumbledore fell in love
with Grindelwald
Rowling was pretas a teenager, and
ty politically corThis reminds me of a
Dumbledore's
rect in keeping
time of pop culture
heart was broken
the universe open
during which the only
w
h
e
n,
and filled with
Grindelwald
different kinds of
homosexual characters
turned evil. It's
magical
races,
either committed suipathetic
and
nationalities,
cide or died alone.
almost
creepy
income,
and
that Dumbledore
developmental
abilities, all of whom played never loved again, even in a
important roles throughout the world where there probably are
series. Maybe Rowling could have other homosexuals.
'mentkyned-.a gay coupk in passThis reminds me of a time of
ing while describing the Yule Ball. pop culture during which the
Here's the other messed up

i

>

only

homosexual

characters

THE ONLY THING GROWING FASTER THAN OUR
: GRADUATE PROGRAMS IS OUR REPUTATION.
i

Accounting
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Computer Information. Systems
Education — Elementary
Education - Secondary
Forensic Nurse Clinical Specialist
Interactive Communications
Journalism
Law
MBA/CFA® (Chartered Financial Analyst)
MBA/HCM (Health Care Management)
MBA/JD (Joint degree in business and law) .
Medical Laboratory Sciences/Biomedical Sciences
Molecular & Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
Pathologists* Assistant
Physician Assistant
Graduate Online Programs
Organizational Leadership: Higher Education,
Human Resources, Information Technology,
Insutjnct
I.earn more: w vr\v,quinnipiae cdu

(Vrattuate Programs:
Graduate Online Programs; quonlincadmissions^qumnipiac.edu
Law School: Iadm@quit1xupiuc.edu
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Political Organizations Campaign to Raise Awareness Class of '07
Brings Skills
to Workforce
By SARAH HARVEY'10

NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
As the 2008 presidential election approaches, the question of
political activity on the Trinity
College campus is of increasing
importance.
Many students such as, Sarah
Gardiner '10, question the
amount of political activity
among
Trinity
students.
Gardiner points out that, "The
few protests or consciousness
raising activities that happen
seem to be attended by the same
general core of people. There's
also not a lot of political discussion in general. Sometimes
being here really does feel like
living in a bubble."
Not surprisingly, the number
of active student voters on campus is an increasingly important
area of interest. Lindsay Cline
Courtesy of Ben Miller
from ConnPIRG (Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group) Trinity students Josh Gaston '09 and Carrie Edwards '08 participate in an anti-war rally held in Boston last Saturday, Oct. 27.
says that while it is hard to
measure the exact amount of the Trinity College Republicans idential elections once a candi- other interested groups. Witt
voting interest on campus, there Club and VOID (Voices date is chosen by the said that, "VOID strongly
was an improvement last year Organized in Democracy), the Republican
National encourages and works to faciliwhen the organization registered Democratic club on campus. Convention
in September. tate public political discourse."
80 new voters at Trinity. Voter Both groups have specific plans However, Vineis emphasized the Like the College Republicans,
turnout at the polling station for getting involved in the fact that the club does not cur- VOID does not officially supused by Trinity students also upcoming presidential primaries rently support one particular port a presidential candidate.
increased by 30 percent. When and the general election.
VOID has also gotten
nominee, but rather will supasked to comment on the apaReid Vineis '10 of the port the candidate the party involved in local politics in
thy of students at Trinity, Cline College Republicans Club said nominates after the convention. Hartford. They are currently
three Working
said, "I think like most things, that for the 2007 elections they
VOID is still in the planning supporting
there is a large group of apathet- will be focusing on issue advoca- phase of deciding its actions for Families Party Candidates and
ic* students,- ibutt also, a •&**%&
.,.fcfe<Wi*.&Br-oacl"J1g • elections. some VOID members will be
group of students who really ideals of the Republican tarty; According to VOID members helping the party in the upcomsmaller government, lower taxes, Emily Witt '09 and'Ben Schacht ing Hartford City Council eleccare."
A perfect place to find and higher personal liberty." '08, they hope to put together a tion. Vineis said that the
Trinity students who really do Vineis said that they will begin series of debates with the
care about current politics are concentrating on the 2008 pres- College Republicans Club and
see STUDENTS on page .9

It has been five months since
the Class of 2007 graduated. In
the time since the graduates left
Hartford they've gone on to
enroll in graduate schools, take
jobs, travel, and do volunteer
work, putting their four years of
Trinity education to use.
Most of the graduates seem
to feel that Trinity has left them
well prepared for life as a college
graduate. Adrienne Gaffney '07,
currently living in New York
City and working at both the
Village Voice and ELLE, said she
feels "that Trinity was a great
preparation for the real world.
In the many jobs I have interviewed for, the person was familiar with Trinity and they always
seemed to have a very positive
regard for it."
Chase Anderson '07 now
lives in Seattle, working as an
employee benefits manager
before starting law school. He
was impressed with Trinity's
Public Policy and Law department. "My professors in PBPL
prepared me very well for law
school and beyond," he said.
Joanna Hecht '07, who works
in Washington, D.C. as a paralegal at Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher, and Flom, was also
happy with the skills Trinity
taught her. "I don't think any
college can prepare you for the
real world," she said. "It's just
i something you learn as you go
along, but I definitely developed
a work ethic at Trinity that has
helped me succeed at my job."
Hecht plans to take her GRE
First-Year Seminar Requirement:
this winter.
All incoming first-years are required to enroll
Jon Simonian '07, an
in a first-year seminar.
employee of Morgan Stanley in
the Wealth Management divi! sion in New York City, plans to
Writing Requirement:
'
go back to school and get a
Students must take at least two writing intenMasters
in
Business
sive courses.
•
Administration. He said, "I
think Trinity did a good job of
Global Engagement Requirement:
.
helping me find other parts of
myself that I didn't know
Students must take at least one course deemed
I about. It helped me broaden
to be "Global Engaged."
.
.
' myself and my breadth of
. knowledge about the world
Foreign Language Requirement:
around us."
Students must show capability in a language
These students are just four
o'ther than English upon entering Trinity, or
! examples of the opportunities
\ that are facing the Class of 2007.
fulfill that capability before graduation.
281 seniors filled out a survey in
a stipend out of her discretionary fail their first-year seminar. At fall 2006 about what their post
funds for all professors who will this point no definite plans have graduation plans were. At the
be teaching a first-year seminar.
been made regarding this sce- time of the survey, 64 percent
It may be problematic, how- nario, though it will neeed to be had employment for pay lined
up, 18 percent were going on to
ever, for professors to maintain a addressed.
graduate
school, 5 percent had
writing intensive course while
The other aspect of the writkeeping to the seminar's curricu- ing requirement, however, is the gotten an internship, 2 percent
lum. Power said, "It's a balancing designated intensive - writing planned to enter volunteer servact between course content and course all departments must ices, and 1 percent went into
helping students' writing." The offer. Wall said, "The faculty military service.
first year seminar is a crucial part through its General Education
Of those who were planning
of the writing requirement, but Council will oversee the designa- to enter the work force after
one question that has been raised
is what to do if a student were to
see MAJORS on page 8
see ALUMNI on page «§

New Requirements Seek to Improve Student Writing
By SAN-EOU LAN c09
TRIPOD STAFF
The writing requirement,
another component of the general education
requirements,
passed by the faculty last semester, is in the planning stages.
Dean of Faculty and Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Rena Fraden has commissioned a
group of senior faculty to meet
and devise a general rubric for
what sorts of guidelines a writing
intensive first-year seminar might
follow.
The
General
Education
Council, which is currently electing members, will oversee the
rubric's approval. In addition,
Dean Fraden said, "Every department will designate courses in
the major as writing intensive
and those courses will be vetted
by the department," fulfilling the
new requirement that each major
include a writing intensive
course.
The Writing Center is committed to improve students' writing and is looking forward to
expanding its role. "I have
increased the budget for the
Writing Center (out of my discretionary funds) so that they could
put on additional workshops this
year," Dean Fraden said.
However, the Writing Center

staff will not be expanded to
insure the writing requirement's
success. "More writing specialists
in the Center would be wonderful, especially with expertise in
writing in the sciences and social
sciences, but unfortunately I do
not see that happening in the
near future," said Director of the
Allan K. Smith Center for
Writing and Rhetoric Beverly
Wall.
Associate Professor of Theater
and Dance Katherine Power is a
member of a group of senior faculty overseeing the process of
making every first year seminar
writing intensive. "We are laying
out broad objectives, creating a
rubric by which to assess students' writing after their first-year
seminar," she said. She emphasized the importance of determining what an intensive writing
first year seminar would be.
Even science and mathematics oriented seminars are not
exempt, and Power explained
that there are no purely math or
science seminars. "We are scheduling writing workshops for this
spring, and professors who are
teaching a first-year seminar are
expected to attend," Power said.
There will also be similar workshops for mentors. As with the
expanded budget for the Writing
Center, Dean Fraden is providing

By REBECCA BROWN '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

New Requirements to be Implementedfor the
Class of 2012
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Fundraising Aims to Almost Double Endowment by July 2012
continued from page 1
meanwhile, will receive $215 million. A college endowment is a
permanent asset, the principal in
an investment plan. The College
takes this money and invests it,
using it to make more money
through a variety of means. The
current endowment is approximately $441 million, depending
upon the market. The campaign
hopes to increase this number to
$700 million.
According to President James
F. Jones, Jr., "We have already
deposited $28 million into the
endowment last year alone - by
far the largest single infusion of
cash into the College's coffers
with the one exception of the
Fuller bequest • several years
back." President Jones in particular looks forward to increasing
the College's endowment and is
very optimistic about the
College's ability to raise the
funds. "I have often dreamt of
leaving Trinity with an endowment of $750 million at the end
of my assignment as the guy in
the front office of Williams
Memorial."
,This $215 million will be distributed between financial aid,
faculty and academic programs,
and a "General" category of
undesignated endowment that
will support the College's current operations. For financial
aid, $100 million has been designated, including an increase in
need-based scholarships, an

increase
in
funding
for
Presidential Scholars, a meritbased scholarship
program
which, according to the campaign summary "attracts and
retains students who have
demonstrated exceptional intellectual promise," and an increase
in financial aid for international
students. Currently the College
only offers 36 percent of the student body financial aid. Vice
President
for
College
Advancement Ron Joyce hopes
to see this number increase to at
least 40 percent. In round numbers, that would mean that the
College could offer between 90
and 100 more students financial
aid each year.
Of the funds raised for the
endowment, $90 million will
provide support for faculty and
academic programs. As previously mentioned, the College is
creating 16 new endowed chairs.
These positions, according to
Joyce, help to attract new faculty
members, such as Dr. Xiangming
Chen, Dean and Director of the
new Center for Global and
Urban Learning, who was also
appointed Paul E. Raether
Distinguished
Professor
of
Sociology and International
Studies. Endowed chairs also
help to retain outstanding faculty members, such as Professor
Cheryl Greenberg, who was
recently named the Paul E.
Raether Distinguished Professor
of History.
Over 189 years
Trinity has created 29 chairs; the

College plans to add another 16
in the next six years. "This will
give you an idea of how aggressive we're being with this
Campaign," Joyce said.
Students can also look forward to $35 million designated
for College programs, which will
go towards activities such as student summer research and intercollegiate athletics. Of the $90
million of the endowment going
towards faculty and academic
programs, $15 million will go
towards collaborative Urban and
Global Programs and Studies.
The final category that the
campaign funds will contribute
to is campus improvements, a
category also bolstered by further fundraising and borrowed
money. Overall, $7.5 million (in
addition to already borrowed
funds) will go to the Long Walk
restoration and renovation project. An additional $2.5 million
will go towards developing technologically enhanced classrooms, known as "Smart" classrooms, and to upgrade already
existing classrooms.
By far the most ambitious of
the plans for campus improvements are the expansion of
Austin Arts and the construction
of new science facilities. The
Austin Arts Center will be
expanded to include a new black
box theater and a modest recital
hall, among other components.
There will also be an Arts
Laboratory Building next to the
performance center with class-

rooms, studios, and faculty puts Trinity in the top 10 coloffice space.
According to leges in the- country in terms of
Joyce, "When Trinity developed alumni gifts. Parents also set
the Austin Arts building in the new records, placing Trinity in
mid 1960s, it was for a student approximately the top five colbody of 900 men. Now we are leges in the country for parent
trying to build an arts facility for giving with a 57 percent giving
approximately 2,200 men and rate for parents.
women."
This project will
Joyce is "very optimistic
require $40 million, part of about our ability to reach or
which will come
exceed the goal,"
from the Trinity
citing
Trinity's
"I have often dreamt of
2012 Campaign.
already existent
leaving Trinity with an
"sense of loyalty
The new sciamong alumni
ence
facilities
endowment of $750
for their alma
will require $95
million at the end of
mater," as well as
million
in
my assignment as the
the impressive
today's dollars.
fundraising
The current sciguy in the front office
results of last
ence
facilities,
of Williams Memorial."
year. "I have
Clement and the
found the Trinity
Albert C. Jacobs
constituency to
Life
Sciences
- President James F.
be
incredibly
Center,
were
Jones, Jr.
generous," added
built in 1936 and
President Jones.
1968, respective"Very
few
schools
can boast of
ly, and are now outdated. The
goal is to modernize Trinity's more than $100 million in the
facilities and thus the construc- first, quiet, year of a campaign.
tion of the new arts and sciences Trinity enjoys a sterling reputafacilities will provide students tion, thanks to the fine work of
with a great many new and the faculty and staff over
decades, with alumni, parents,
improved opportunities.
The record-breaking fundrais- and friends."
ing in the 2006-2007 academic
Joyce and the Campaign
year prompted the ambitious Executive Committee, which
nature of this campaign. Not consists of 13 trustees, have 236
only was there a three-year, 60 weeks left. They will have to
percent increase in the Trinity raise an average of $1,038,000
College Fund, but 56 percent of per week over the next years
alumni, an unprecedented num- leading up to the June 30, 2012
ber, donated to the College last deadline to reach the $350 milyear. This alumni giving rate lion goal.

Alumni Community' Supports Class of'<
continued from page 7
graduation, 43 percent were
entering into financial services,
4 percent into consulting, 5
percent into sales and marketing, 6 percent into business, 4
percent into communications,
media, or the arts, 11 percent
into education, 2 percent into
information technology, 4 percent into law, 3 percent into the
military, 7 percent into a nonprofit capacity, and 10 percent
into other fields.
For those planning on
attaining a graduate degree, 18
percent were enrolling in a pro-

gram this fall, 64 percent
planned to enroll in two to four
years, 82 percent within four
years, and 18 percent were not
planning on enrolling anywhere
within four years. The five most
popular degrees sought were a
Masters in Business, a Law
Degree,
a
Masters
in
Humanities or Arts, a Masters
in Social Science, and a Masters
in Education.
Despite new jobs, cities,
apartments, and friends, the
graduates look back on their
time at Trinity fondly.: Gaffhey
said, "I loved the experience of
living in a small community that

Class of 2007
Post-Graduation
Statistia

1 Employeed 64%
• Grad School 18%
Internship 5%
/ Volunteering 2%
8! Military 1%

forced me to interact with people," while Simonian best
remembers his "semester abroad
in Shanghai, without a doubt."
For Hecht, the thing she misses
most is simply "running into
friends on the way to the library,
sitting down in Peter B's for a
cup of coffee, and ending up
staying for hours."
:
Trinity College provides its
students with a close community for their four years on campus, -and that community
extends after graduation. The
Class of 2007 may have left
Hartford, but they have joined a
vast array of alumni who are
well-established all over the
country and happy to help fellow Bantams starting out.
Gaffney has already come into
contact with this network. "I am
currently being considered for a
position assisting a Trinity grad
at a magazine and who seemed
really enthusiastic about the
Trinity connection," she said,
"Living in NYC I have come
into contact about the many
other Trinity alumni socially, I
have become friendly with many
people from my class and others
that I never socialized with on
campus. There seems to be a
common bond that comes from
having been privileged enough
to attend Trinity," said Gaffney.
These students, representatives of their class, already have
prestigious jobs and internships
in the worlds of finance, business, and law, are doing volunteer work, and are furthering
their educations.

r

Writing Intensive Courses
support for the writing requirement, and have acknowledged
tion of writing intensive courses the need to cultivate good writand
the ing in students. Associate
Center will help support depart- Professor of English Sheila Fisher
ments and programs with expert- said, "[the writing requirement]
ise and resources as needed." The also reinforces the message that
Writing Center anticipates that we think that the ability to write
the writing requirement will do is one of the most important
more than improve students' skills a student can take away
from Trinity."
writing.
Wall
said, "With a
Even though
"The writing requiregrowing focus on
individuals like
ment is only one small Dean
writing,
we
Fraden
expect to see
insist that writing
part of how we [teach
increased
is a difficult skill
writing] because in just to learn, Fisher
demand
from
about all classes good
students for the
offers hope that
Center's popular
the
writing
writing is emphasized
elective writing
requirement will
as critical."
courses and pur
improve students'
Minor in Writing
overall writing
and Rhetoric."
ability. "I think
- Dean Rena Fraden
Even though
their
writing
most incoming
skills definitely
students already have some profi- improve. I see it happen in the
ciency in writing, the faculty is course of a semester in my courshoping to improve students' writ- es, even in the advanced courses.
ing while they are here at Trinity. The more writing you do, the
"The requirement is just a better you get at it."
reminder to all of us how imporEven the science departments
tant writing is and how, I might feel that they will be able to
add, difficult it can be to learn adapt to include a writing
and to teach and that the writing requirement.
Professor
of
requirement is only one small Chemistry David Henderson
part of how we do this because said, "Several of our courses are
in just about all classes good writing intensive. Chemistry 208
writing is emphasized as critical," and 312 both require students to
Dean Fraden said.
write reports in the style of a
Professors from different journal article, including literadepartments have voiced their ture research."
continued Bom page 7
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Students Discuss Current World Issues
continued from page 7

The College Republicans
Club also uses their meetings to
College Republicans Club, on enjoy the company of fellow
the other hand; wishes to focus Republicans and express their
their attention where they will views in "an environment that
make the most impact, such as a isn't hostile to a diversity of
congressional race, rather than thought," Vineis said. He feels
in the politics of the City of that, "Republicans at Trinity are
Hartford.
often chastised" because of their
Both the Trinity College political conservatism. The
Republicans Club and VOID College Republicans Club offers
use their regular meetings to dis- them a chance to feel free to
cuss current political issues. express their views.
Witt of VOID said that they
The issue that concerns the
"plan upcoming actions," such members of the Trinity College
as the anti-war rally that many Republicans Club the most is,
members of the group recently not surprisingly, the War in
attended in Boston. VOID is Iraq. They advocate for support
mostly concerned with the of the troops, and they also feel
issues of class and war, and that it would be devastating for
Schacht said that they "tend to Iraq as well as the United States
focus on economic class as a if we were to withdraw our
determining factor for the troops pre-maturely. Vineis said,
broader socio-political picture."' "Whether you supported the

Courtesy of facebook.com
The Trinity College Republicans Club shows their political pride with their t-shirts.

Campus Safety Report

October 24
out further incident, and
war, or vigorously opposed it,
we should all agree that Iraq is
Several underage stuthe students involved
still fragile and a premature
dents residing in the
were referred to the Dean
withdrawal would only lead to
North Campus residence
of Students Office.
increased violence and instabilihall were interrupted by
ty-"
Campus Safety officers
October 27
Political opinions aside,
and a Resident Assistant
A minor motor vehicle
increasing the interest in politics
while they were playing
accident occurred
among students on campus is an
beirut in a student's
between the student operimportant issue of many. Both
room. A large amount of
ated off-campus shuttle,
VOID
and the College
alcohol was seized, and
and a student operating
Republicans encourage students
to vote and are working to eduall were referred to the
their own vehicle. The
cate students about the imporDean of Students Office
accident, which occurred
tance of voting.
for further action.
at Mather Hall; did not
Cline of ConnPIRG also
result in any injuries, but
stressed the importance of
October 25
did result in some minor
youth across the nation becomA student reported that
damage to the student's
ing more represented in elecher
car
had
been
vandalcar. This accident is curtions. Politicians are not talking
ized
while
parked
in
the
rently
under investigation
about issues relevant to young
High Rise Residential Hall.
by the Campus Safety
people, and subsequently young
The student reported that
Department.
people are not voting.
Cline hopes that PIRG will
her front windshield had
end this cycle with its new
been smashed, but that
Officers responding to a
national campaign, "What's
no property had been
report of an injured perYour Plan?" They have had stutaken. This incident is
son discovered an adult
dents ask candidates this very
under investigation by the
male slumped over the
question about issues that
Hartford
Police
steering
wheel of his car
young people care about, and
Department
and
Campus
in
the
Hansen
Hall parkhave
put
videos
on
Safety.
ing
lot.
The
unidentified
YouTube.com of students asking
male was found to be in
the candidates what, exactly,
their plans are.
October 25
an extremely intoxicated
ConnPIRG would like to get
Officers responding to a
state, and was transportstudents involved on campus
smoke detector activation
ed to the Hartford
with events such as the debatein the North Campus
Hospital E.R. for further
watching party on Oct. 30. Residence Hall found that
treatment/evaluation.
Cline also said that they hope
This incident is under
students smoking marito hold an event for the new
investigation by the
juana
in
their
room
had
"What's Your Plan?" campaign
Hartford Police
activated
the
detector.
at Trinity sometime in the
Department.
The
alarm
was
reset
withfuture.
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Can it be rape if he's
We Offer:

Did you know:
-1 ssi 5 women on college campuses are sexually assaulted.
•84% of sexual assaults on college campuses are by acquaintances.

•

-Only 5% of college assaults are reported.

^Police, court, and hospita
accompaniments

Statistics gathered from Sexual Victimization of College Women, Dept • G f O U p S e s s i o n s
of Justice. And, California Coalition Against Sexual Assault

The YWCA of New Britain's Sexual J 2 5 J 5 i ° ! T t

MHourHotlineS!

1-888-999-5545 English

Assault Crisis Service canhelp you. 1
All of our services are free and confidential

At Trinity contact SART - Sexual Assault Response Team
*Web site: www.trincoll.edu <http://www.trincoll.edu/> , "A-Z" "S" SART
Coordinator: Laura Lockwood, Women & Gender Resource Action Center
(WGRAC) - Laura.Lockwood@trincoll.edu. x2408.

'Yes- unwanted sexual contact regardless of relationship is sexual assault
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Triggs, Band Merge Art, Music with ZEBRACOBRA
By ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

• . 5.

ZEBRACOBRA is a threepiece rock band consisting of
Tyler Triggs '09, Drew Walraven
'09, and David Pietrocola '08.
The band is known for on-campus performances where audience members are provided with
art supplies and are encouraged
to paint or draw. Triggs and
Pietrocola speak to Tripod
reporter Elizabeth Agresta about
the creative forces behind
ZEBRACOBRA.

Halloween Horror Classics:
Straight-out silly to terrifying
and everything in between,
p. 13

Movie Review
The 11th Hour warns about
global warming, p.15

Venn's Wild
a Tribute to
Natural life
By ISAAC ORANSKY '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

a.1

mmmm

8 * /•>%•
Elizabeth Agresta: Which instrument do you play and how long
have you been playing it for?
Tyler Triggs: I started playing
guitar by ear in seventh grade so
I could join a friend's band. We
started with Nirvana and Pearl
Jam covers and then went on to
. Facebook.com
improvisation. When we impro- ZEBRACOBRA is comprised of Trinity students Tyler Triggs '09 (above), Drew Walraven '09, and David Pietrocola '08.
vised we aimed to make it sound
like a written and organized music this way. Improvisation DP: Lately, I've been listening to EA: Are you influenced by any
piece. We found that the more saved my life.
more jazz and world percussion, particular group or artist?
we played together, the more David Pietrocola: [Triggs and especially Brazilian samba and TT: The two .bands that I am
t e 1 e p a t'h i c
Walraven] were West African djembe. Before this most influenced by show differmoments
we
looking for a semester, I hadn't played much ent spectrums of emotion.
"I don't know where I
would have - at
new drummer at since high school so it's been a Explosions in the Sky can create
would be without
times all four of
the beginning of great experience so far. People powerful images of hope,
learning music this
us could change
the semester and who know me on campus seem despair, honest happiness, and
rhythm or mood
a mutual friend pretty surprised when they see love (among others), while the
way. Improvisation
simultaneously.
got me talking how different I act behind a music and lyrics of Tool deal
saved my life."
with Tyler and drum kit. As far as my listening with -concepts of struggle,
w e started jamEA: How was
preferences go, I enjoy a huge rebirth, disgust, perception, and
m i n g s - V- ••*» ;;• >•?,..*•; •range &&artists &om post-rock
ZEBRACOBRA
transcendence (among others).
- Tyler Triggs '09
formed?
to classical to hip-hop, etc. But DP: The three of us have all
EA; What's your I'd like to believe that they all been influenced by Tool. Danny
TT: I met my
bandmate Drew Walraven in favorite style of music?
have something in common. I Carey is arguably the best drum2006. We both have similar TT: In my solo material I end up find that I can love artists who mer in the world and he's certastes in music and very compli- mixing many European, Middle share a similar vision on what it tainly inspired me over the years
mentary styles of playing. After Eastern, and Classical ideas with means to be an artist. I must feel as a drummer. Led Zeppelin's
a year of playing together we my .own conception of rock. that the artist's work and their John Bonham and Dream
formed a bond that only two This kind of occurs naturally life have become integrated Theater's Mike Portnoy also fall
men who play music together whether I want it to or not. together. I tend to gravitate into that category for me.
can form. I don't know where I Listen to one of my solo albums towards music that is forward
would be without learning and you'll understand.
thinking and creative.
see IMPROV on page 14
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"Two, years he walks the earth.
No phone, no pool, no pets, no
cigarettes. Ultimate freedom. An
extremist An aesthetic voyagei
whose home is the road. Escaped
from Atlanta. Thou shalt not
return, 'cause 'the west is the best.'
And now alter two rambling years
comes the final and greatest
adventure. The climactic battle to
kill the false- being within and victoriously conclude the spiritual
revolution. 10 days and nights oi
freight trains and hitchhiking
bring him to the great white
north. No longer to be poisoned
by civilization he Bees, and walks
alone upon the land to become
lost in the wild."
— Alexander Supertramp
(May 1992)
Sean Penn's Into The Wild is
the story of Christopher Johnson
McCandless, who, after graduating from Emory in the spring of
1990, severed ties with his family,
donated $25,000 in savings to
charity, and took off in his yellow
Datsun on an odyssey across the
country. Chris would soon abandon his car, burn his remaining
cash, leave behind most of his possessions and. become Alexander
Supertramp.
Embracing this newly created
identityj Chris lived for.the next
two years on the outskirts of society,, the rough edges most of us
see HIRSCH on page 12

Lisa Niedermeyer Directs Debut Trinity Performance
With a new director running the show, this year's Musical Theatre Revue was afresh
new take on a fall staple of theater life at Trinity
By KATHRYN COUGHLIN '10 CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Guest Director Lisa Niedermeyer did a
fabulous job of bringing new music out of
New York's hip theaters and into our very
own Austin Arts Center. This year's Musical
Theatre Revue was a departure from previous
performances with modern music and a
smaller cast.
The short but sweet performance consisted of 10 musical numbers and a few short
scenes that acted as transitions in between
songs. The songs were all selected by
Niedermeyer, and were held together loosely
by some common ideas. Niedermeyer said
that she "was interested in creating a show
with a loose military/conflict theme that
allowed room for lots of comedy and dancing."
All of the songs were written by female
writers that are colleagues of Niedermeyer
and whom she admires. The writers attended
Thursday night's show, and very much
enjoyed the performance. For Senior Lila
Claghorn, performing for the writers was one
of the "best parts of the whole performance."
Starting from his noisy entrance through
the right aisle on his own chair on wheels,
Bryce Snarski-Pierce '09 acted as the emcee

throughout the performance. The entire audience jumped as he wheeled his way into his
position in the front row. The-actor-posing-as-,
an-audience-member bit, often predictable
and overdone, was done cleverly enough that
the audience was amused, not annoyed/
Snarski-Pierce made his witty entrance introducing himself to various members of 'the,
audience, shaking hands and playfully hitting
on many attractive women, the most memorable of which was his own mother.
Niedermeyer believed that the idea of having an emcee was one "worth investigation"
but was a huge risk because they might not
find the right student performer. SnarskiPierce was indeed the right, performer, and his
performance was energetic and added much
to the show's vitality and unity. As the emcee',
he called for transitions and acted in the skits
that were sprinkled throughout the perform1,
ance. Many of these transitions were very successful, while others did not work as smooth-

and removed his shoes and begano rolling up
'"his pants. Dancho's performance i was emo-'
tiojtial and .his commitment to the character
: '.evident. His resignation to the-floor where'he •
took bff his shoes was surprisingly ..touchin'g,
"ahd'Vdrked perfectly as the rest:of,theCast',•
i joined him on stage and did the ••same to
'•\ begin the next song. The transition between
the "songs was seamless and perfectly senti-'
. mental.
,
' > ' • < ' ,
The transition between the , moving
. "Deliver'Me" to the upbeat "And There .'I
Was" was less successful. "Deliver Me" began
4 as-an,ensemble number that gavetchills.,Its
•' solemn tempo lined with beautiful harmonies
, and lyrics was powerful. As the group sang,
each member of the ensemble walk*dd* one by".
one down a ramp on centerstage, allowing
each singer's individual voice to.be subtly
• ' showcased as they walked towards .the-audi-fence before returning to the line with, the rest
of the cast. Midway through' the, 'song,
. Claghom's, solo began as she walked down
After senior Alex Dancho's heartfelt balthe central ramp and beautifully, serenaded
lad comparing a childhood running through,
.the audience who couldn't help but feel the
the "Streets of Brooklyn" to a life as a soldier,.
Dancho sat down on the edge of the stage
see EMOTIONAL on page \2"
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Hirsch Shines as Idealistic Adventurer

ARTS IN THE AREA

continued from page 11

On Oct. 24, British-born Indian photographer Annu Matthew spoke to a
Harden audience about cross-cultural exploration through photography.

?- '*** '*

' k '" •' , : ' - W * '

only read about or imagine exist.
He moved about North
America, through storied forests
of the Pacific Northwest to the
grain fields of South Dakota; from
the desert, the canyons, the red
rocks of Arizona and the rest of
the South, to the Sea of Cortez in
Mexico, and to the transcendent
and pure land of Alaska.
"Rather than love, than
money, than fame, give me truth,"
wrote Henry David Thoreau. And
indeed, that is what Chris was
looking for: Truth in a world with
which he was fed up and skeptical
of. In April 1992, Chris walked
into the Alaskan wilderness. His
parents had not heard from him
iri two years and would not know
where he was until four months
later when his body, wrapped
tightly in the blue sleeping bag his
mother had made for him, was
found by six hunters.
Penn's movie is based on the
book by Jon Krakauer, which, in
turn, was an extension of his article in Outside magazine from
January 1993. The film begins
with Chris (played with great brilliance by Emile Hirsch) being
dropped off by Jim Gallien
(played by the real Jim Gallien) —
one of many people to offer a ride
or hot meal and the last person
Chris ever saw — at the Stampede
Trail, on the edge of Denali
National Park, and to the North
of Mt. McKinley. This is where

Prof. Jack Chatfield and his band, Bebop.edu, performed music dedicated
to the hebop Tazz tradition in the Underground Coffee House on Oct. 26.

Student band The G-Punch perform at Pike's Halloween Party last Saturday.
All photos by Erin Caner

his final Alaskan Adventure. He
wanted to live off the land, believing happiness comes 'not from
human relationship but from a
connection to the world around
us, with nature- and the basic
human constitution.
Penn, who clearly now counts
McCandless as a personal hero,
made a great effort to portray this
worldly, if not inexperienced,
vision. Indeed, while the movie
follows with great precision the
relationships Chris formed along
the way — and which he would
then quickly dissolve — it is wholly about the world around us, a
completely visual movie with long

www.imdb.com
Emile Hirsch stars as Chris McCandless in Sean Penn's biopic Into the Wild.

shots of the surrounding landscape, full of beauty, sorrow, and
truth. Penn was admirably helped
in this endeavor by the gifted
director of photography, Eric
Gautier, who also worked on The
Motorcycle Diaries, another movie
about the depths of self-discovery
through ambling journeys. This is
a wonderful expression of
McCandless's wanderlust, yet
Penn, on occasion, overplays his
hand with frenetic movements and
too much Eddie Vedder on the
soundtrack. As Krakauer wrote,
Chris believed "in the reliability of
your hands and feet and head," in
an "overpowering clarity of purpose." He desired simplicity in the
drive for your dreams, that if you
r tspmethingyou just reach out
idTOtfcriit,'take and embrace it.
Indeed, he would have preferred
silence and a moment of spiritual
enlightenment,
Chris wrote to his friend
Ronald Franz, "God has placed
[j oy] all around us. It is in everything and anything we might experience. We just have to have the
courage to turn against our habitual lifestyle and engage in unconventional living." Certainly, Chris
desired an alternative life of asceticism and moral absolutism based
on the later writings of Tolstoy, as
both Penn and Krakauer make
clear. Yet his bravado and arrogance precede him: He was undeniably cruel to his family and

those people whose lives he
touched; he never learned that
Tolstoy, who he practically worshiped, divorced from a life of
pleasures only after having lived
such a life. Indeed, he had not
lived enough for such a renunciation of society to be truly meaningful. Moreover, Penn pushes this
conception of a chaste Chris as he
often compares him with Jesus —
floating naked down a river in crucifixion form and the last, enduring shot of a euphoric face on the
verge of enlightenment.
However, in the middle of all
this, it is certainly normal for a
young man to pursue a line of
recklessness, to take risks and challenge conventional behavior. It is
why so many young geo
so much arid ralce so'
why teenagers fantasize about fast
cars and play extreme sports,
Chris, in his normal fashion, simply went to the extreme, to be
challenged in the only way he
knew how. And when he died,
which was most likely due to a
mix of starvation and some toxic
mold he may have eaten, he was
thankful for the life he had been
given, for the world in which he
lived, and he was at peace.
"When it's over, I want to say:
all my life / I was a bride married
to amazement. / I was the bridegroom, taking the world into my
arms."
- Mary Oliver

Emotional, Military Conflicts Main Themes in Successful Revue
continued from page 11
sorrow within her voice.
Claghorn's performance was
deeply felt and touching, so much
so that I was disappointed with
the . abrupt mood shift to the
upbeat war song "And There I
Was," sung by Keil Coit '11 with
Brad DeBiase '11 and Dancho.
While the complete shift in mood
was a bit of a letdown, the song
itself was well sung and humorous.
The tight harmonies between the
three men at the very end of the
song were a highlight, as was
Coit's charismatic performance
about being gunned down while
flying a fighter jet in World War
II, The clever use of push brooms
and mops as the plane's propellers
and the roof of a tank were also a
great addition.
One of the show's best performances was the song "Attitude"
sung by Claghorn and sophomore

Kat Lawlor. Claghorn's confident
and sexy character sings, explaining to Lawlor's much more timid
character how to play pool. Again,
it becomes difficult to take your
eyes off Claghorn as she flawlessly
sings to her new friend about the
importance of being confident
and self-assured when playing pool
(and, of course, subtextually, in
life). If you mess up, Claghorn
explains, "blame it on the beer," a
concept that rings quite close to
home at Trinity. As a subtle flirtation between the two begins, both
characters are conflicted. Claghorn
reassures her, telling her to live in
the moment in a way, that
Claghorn's charismatic stage presence allows her character to be
both strong and vulnerable at the
same time.
"Welcome to the Persians,"
"Tahkseer or Blame," and "Sweet
Swing" were much more upbeat.
Caroline Newhall '10, Claghorn,

and Lawlor all appeared to be hav- Debiase sang a song of love and .
ing lots of fun during the ener- longing to each other from adjagetic "Sweet Swing." Also very cent platforms. DeBiase, whose
upbeat, "Welcome to the Persians" presence on stage was memorable
began
with
throughout the
drumming by
The audio juxtaposition entire performDancho, which
ance shines in
of the group's power
was then layered
this heart-wrenchand strength with [senwith the voices
ing love song.
of Snarski-Pierce,
ior Liz] Sharpe's dear
Kim's sweet and
Nina Limardo
pure voice, when
and pure tone was bril'11, and AJIie
matched with her
liant. Her voice above
Kokesh'09. The
great emotional
layering of these
the sound of the ensem- power, created an
four sounds was
effect that was so
ble was perfection.
one
of
the
full of feeling it
show's
highached to watch
lights. Kokesh's appearance on her.
stage with a crown was very comiThe show's finale pulled each
cal, but her voice added the per- selection together, in a way I only
fect sound to the drums and the hoped it would. "Strength to
voices of the other two singers.
Carry On" was a stirring number
The final two songs were also sung by the entire cast. My only
standouts. "Trio," sung by Gloria disappointment in the final numKim '08, DeBiase, and the ensem- ber was that the group sang
ble was quite moving. Kim and together so beautifully I wished

they had covered more songs like
this one. The group conducts a
mock flag-folding ceremony, as
they fold a piece of fabric into the
recognizable and symbolic triangle awarded to the parents and
spouses of deceased soldiers. The
song's tone is solemn and strong,
and senior Liz Sharpe's solo adds
infinitely to its meaning. Sharpe's
small stature allows her presence
on stage to appear almost childlike, and embody both innocence
and hope. The audio juxtaposition of the group's power and
strength with Sharpe's clear and
pure tone was brilliant. Her voice
above the sound of the ensemble
was perfection. The last song
summed up the performance perfectly by creating a feeling of hope
and change. The music did exactly what music should do: beautifully deliver a poignant message. I
can only hope the future is as
hopeful as this performance was.
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Celebrating the Cinematic Jewels of Halloween
On Halloween, there'sa horror flick for everyone—whether you love or hate scary movies
By MIKE ROBINSON'08
TRIPOD STAFF
As Halloween rolls around, the
inevitable and inviting onset of AMC's
"Monsterfest" always makes me think of my
favorite horror movies. Whether they be
genuinely frightening, hilariously campy, or
somewhere in the middle, it's always fun to
turn off the lights and enjoy the cinematic
fruits of a very underrated holiday. So,
here's a list of horror movies that are sure to
entertain ... in one way or another.
Ultimate Camp
Arniy of Darkness (Sam Raimi)
Truly the most classic of all campy horror
films, Army of Darkness, sequel to the cult
classic Evil Dead 2, never fails to bring on
the laughs. Ash (Bruce Campbell) is hurled
back in time and must find his way back
home by defending the Necronomicon
from a legion of undead warriors. Campbell
is at his B-Movie best, throwing out one lin-

tragic accident and decides to bring him
back to life by burying him in an extremely
creepy and certainly evil cemetery.
Shockingly, their darling boy turns out to be
the incarnation of evil upon his return and
begins killing off the entire town.
Best Scene: I will admit evil children are genuinely creepy, but the tough time the parents have dealing with their child, even a
possessed one bent on killing them, is pretty pathetic.
Maximum Overdrive (Stephen King)
It's worth noting that Stephen King appears
on all three of these lists, but this is the only
movie he directed. And god is it awful. A
comet sends some kind of magic dust down
to Earth, turning all of the machines into
killers, including a group of 18-wheelers
which comically stalk a small group of survivors holed up in a truck stop. Also, Emilio
Estevez stars, so that counts for something.
Best Scene: A homicidal soda machine
shoots a can that leaves a huge indent in its
victim's skull. High comedy.

CREEPY COMEDY
More funny than actually
scary? Camp classics such as
Maximum overdrive, Army of
Darkness, Re-Animator, and
Cujo are so ridiculous, they'll
have you laughing.
:,

cannibals. The claustrophobia just adds to
the horror of being eaten alive.
Best Scene: One of the girls, trying to escape
across a chasm, is viciously devoured by two
of the cannibals, screaming the whole time.
At least Hannibal Lecter was charming.
Alien (Ridley Scott)
Alien sports one of the greatest monsters
ever created in film, a creature as terrifying
as it is violent. The movie is brilliantly made,
stressing suspense and waiting over overt
action, much like Spielberg did with Jaws.
Sigourney Weaver gives a strong performance, basically creating the role of the female Dunne) get attacked by a werewolf, transaction hero in the process. The special forming David and leading him to kill Jack.
effects and atmosphere of the ship and plan- David tries to find a cure, all the while seeet where the alien is found are top notch.
ing the ghosts of his mangled victims, who
Best Scene: The hanging chains scene may are cursed to walk the earth while the line of
be the most famous, but the scariest has to werewolves still lives. The transformation
be where the creature first emerges from one effects are pretty cool, the blood is plentiful,
of the crew members' stomach. Think about and the humor is extremely effective.
that the next time you eat fish at Mather.
Best Scene: David sits in a movie theater,
Carrie (Brian De Palma)
conversing with the deformed ghost of Jack,
Another really good Stephen King based who talks rather calmly about being brutally murdered by his friend. Hey, what are
friends for?
Poltergeist (Tobe Hooper)
Spielberg collaborated on this creepy tale of
a haunted house and a family that refuses to
leave. There are moments of genuine awe in
the film, as Spielberg's masterful camera
work, editing, and a terrific original score
are able to create one of the most memorable atmospheres in any film. Still, the
movie falls back into usual horror camp at
times (clown doll coming to life anyone?),

ers, wooing women, and killing his fair sh ii..
of undead with his trademark shotgun.
Best Scene: Too many to count really, bat
the final scene is particularly memorable.
whenAsh gives perhaps his best one liin.',

iltBJftg'fKt king, baby."

'

SERIOUSLY SPOOKY
Not for the faint of heart:

Alien, Miseryt,The Thing, and
The Descent are some 01F the
movies that will have you so
terrified, you just may pee
your pants.

::

Cujo (Lewis Teague)
The first of many Stephen King-inspu^d
films on this list, Cujo tells the story of .1
rabid St. Bernard that terrorizes a small
town. Yes, it is, in fact, as funny as it souiuk
Best Scene: Cujo, the once lovable family
Actually Really Good
dog, attacks two of the main characters in
their car ... several times ... without success Misery (Rob Reiner)
... just how you would expect a dog attack- Stephen King finally scores a winner with
Misery. This is just a plain scary film, thanks
ing a car to go.
almost entirely to the terrific performance
R&animator (Stuart Gordon)
Re-animator tells the tale of a creepy, ambi- by Kathy Bates as the delightfully insane
tious young scientist who has found a way Annie Wilkes. Wilkes finds writer Paul
to,.you guessed it, reanimate the dead. The Sheldon (James Caan) after his car crashes,.
resulting zombifications have hilariously and, being his greatest fan, basically holds
gory results, and nearly everyone ends up him hostage while she forces 'him to work
on his next novel. The obsession and instapretty dead (or undead) by the end.
bility
that Bates brings to the character nets
Best Scene: The head of a zombie peers perher
one
of the creepiest performances ever
versely as its body feels up a helpless, naked
young coed. Apparently zombies have more delivered on film.
in common with college guys than we Best Scene: Fearing an escape effort, Annie
"hobbles" Paul to limit his mobility, making
thought.
what happened to Willis McGahee in the
Per Sematary (Mart Lambert)
Stephen King strikes again with this jewel of national championship seem Eke a minor
a film, wherein a family loses their son in a injury.
The Thing (John Carpenter)
Combining equal elements of sci-fi and horror, The Thing uses great special effects,
atmosphere, and gore for its scares. A parasitic alien that infects and imitates people
perfectly terrorizes a research station in
Antarctica. The constant uncertainty as to
who is infected creates a tense and gripping
feel for the film.
Best Scene: Any scene where The Thing
morphs somebody into a blood covered
monster. Also, any scene where Kurt Russell
is a badass.
The Descent (Neil Marshall)
The Descent was a pretty big surprise when
it came out, given the quality of most horror films today. A skillfully made atmospheric frightener, most of the film takes place
underground, where a group of female
adrenaline junkies venture into an unknown
cave only to confront a race of deformed

film, Carrie forgoes most of the gross out
and shock tactics that many horror films
rely on. Instead, the film manages to be
scary on a psychological level, effectively
developing the title character and appealing
to common fears like being an outsider and
the dangers of overzealous religious devotion. Piper Laurie steals the show as Carrie's
devout mother, arid seeing John Travolta get
what's coming to him is a nice treat.
Best Scene: The ending sequence, where a
blood covered Carrie unleashes her psychic
powers to spice up the prom a bit. And I
don't mean spiking the punch.
Somewhere In-Between
Hellhound: Hellraiser 2 (Tony Randel)
Clive Barker has done some good horror
work, and I would argue that this is his best.
Protagonist Kirsty must once again contend
with the insidious cenobites, creatures who
revel is equal parts pain and pleasure, after
her father brings her evil stepmother back
from hell. The costumes and gore are of the
highest quality, and the film raises some
interesting questions about the role of
overindulgence and addiction. And there's
awesome brain-eating tentacles. Good times.
Best Scene: This movie is full of hilarious,
overly serious lines that are simply a delight,
but the best has to be when Kirsty's father
returns from being transformed into a horrible monster, uttering in a terrifically monstrous voice, "And to think ... I hesitated."
An American Werewoff in London 0ohn
Landis)
Tough to believe the director of Animal
House helmed this dark- comedy, which
almost defies genre. American tourists
David (David Naughton) and Jack (Griffin

and the light and funny ending keeps things
from getting too serious.
Best Scene: One of the characters looks into
the mirror and sees himself pulling rotted
chunks of flesh off his face. It's pretty frightening, and stresses the necessity of moisturizer.
•.
;; • ••••
The Omen (Richard Dormer)
The Omen is just plain funny, but also manages to have some extremely creepy and disturbing scenes. Again, possessed children are
always effective, and Rttle Damien (Harvey
Stephens) might be the scariest kid ever.
Some of the death scenes are creepy, but
most are just hilarious, including a scene
where the steeple of a church hangs in the
air for about a lifetime' before impaling its
victim.
Best Scene: The aforementioned impaling
wins the comedy award, but the creepiness
award goes to Damien's nanny saying "It's
all for you" before she hangs herself on the
side of the family home. Genuinely disturbing.
The Shining (Stanley Kubrick)
It's only fitting to end with our old friend
Stephen King, who fortunately has one of
the greatest director's of all time at the helm
for this Jack Nicholson classic. Jack
Torrance (Nicholson) and his family agree to
watch over an old hotel for the winter while
he writes his book. The evil spirits of the
house drive Jack insane, leading to a completely, over the top performance that is
equal parts frightening and funny.
Best Scene It might get over quoted, but
seeing a deranged, axe wielding Nicholson
stick his head through the bathroom door
and insanely exclaim "Here's Johnny!" is
one of the great moments in cinema.
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Improv, Jam Sessions, and Paint
Backbone of ZEBRACOBRA
continued from page 11

a consistent drummer on campus and
David was a great addition. In the past we
have tested the waters by playing with new
members but have always felt most dynamic with just a trio. When we improvise we
focus on giving each piece the cohesion of
a written song. The best advantage to
improvisation is that each show is unique
for the audience and the musicians. I can
always tell if we've been playing well if after
a song we turn to each other with an
expression of "what just happened?"

EA: Why mix art and music?
TT: This wasn't my idea; music has been
mixed with other arts since the first man
danced to a rhythm. I was just willing to
put up with the red tape in order to have
funding for art supplies at our shows.
Plus, having a crowd of people share in a
moment of creativity is a great experience. I enjoy walking around after the
show and looking at what people have
created. I am always impressed with the
work, and I think that the audience is EA: Is it weird performing to an audience
that is doing their own
equally impressed with
thing as opposed to watchthemselves as well. Also,
7 must feel that the
ing
the performance?
I have always been
TT:
We try to have a few
artist's
work
and
their
inspired by colors and
couches
or chairs nearby if
patterns, When I praclife have become intepeople
just
want to watch
tice at home or at
grated together. I tend
the band. I see it as a tradeschool I usually turn off
off. Personally I like to have
to gravitate towards
all the white lights and
the
crowd watching the
turn on a few colored
music that is forward
band. It gives us a good
lights. It's amazing how
thinking and creative."
gauge on how we are playa few lights can give a
ing
and where to take the
space a new feeling or
songs.
On the other hand, I
mood. Without the
- David Pietrocok '08
very
much
enjoy the art that
intense white lights I can
people produce from our
allow myself to become
lost in the sound rather than feeling shows. So I leave the options up to the
audience to decide what they want out of
stuck in a room.
DP: Pairing music and art is a logical and the show.
natural concept. Musicians and artists
feed off each other and playing in an EA: What have been some of the interestenvironment like our shows brings out a ing artistic outcomes of what audience
different kind of creativity in my style. members have painted?
Improv jams are spontaneous and unpre- TT: Every show gives its own mix of art
,,dictable for the most part, so it's really that comes out. I'd say part of the product
done before. Of course, most of the time some role in rheir creation. My personal
I never remember those patterns that favorites are the more abstract designs or
clicked so well; it makes me sad.
the splatter paintings people make.
EA: Do you participate in any other performing arts?
TT: Every moment I am awake is an
unavoidable performance. In other
words, no, music is my only "performing
art."

EA: Would ZEBRACOBRA use the same
concept of audience participation if they
were playing a larger venue?
TT: I imagine that if we were to play a larger venue, I think it would be fun to have a
couple painters on stage with easels for the
audience to watch. But I'm not sure that
EA: Is this just a hobby or would you like will end up happening. In my mind I have
been planning a big concert on the quad
to pursue music or art as a career?
TT: I know that I have progressed past 90 my senior year with tons of paper and
percent of guitar players who can strum a paint. That's how I'd like to spend a warm
few. Jack Johnson songs for their girl- day outside — the sun, sweat, paint, and
friend. I will always be an artist, so if I rock.
can make a living making music, then I
. will be satisfied.
EA: What do you paint when you listen to
music?
EA: Where did you get the name ZEBRA- TT: Over the summer before my sophoCOBRA from?
more year I made some splatter paintings
TT; To tell you the truth, the name using a leaf blower. At the time I was listenZEBRACOBRA (as it is meant to be writ- ing to an intense rock band called
ten) came to me in a dream. This dream Lightning Bolt from Rhode Island. Other
was one of a series of dreams I had in one than my photography, I like my visual arts
week;, each one built off the previous to be non-representative and to focus on
dream. The series took place in the plains color and pattern. I've got most of my
. of "Africa, In each dream, I journeyed with work up on the walls of the sixth floor of
a new animal; each animal was fantastic Summit East as well as in my room.
(the first was a tiger with alligator's skin).
The final animal was a zebra whose stripes EA: Any other extracurricular activities?
would peel away into the form of cobras. TT: I'm a part-time crime fighter. That's
When I saw this animal, the word ZEBRA- why my solo name is "Tyler Triggs to the
COBRA flowed out of my mouth. I imme- Rescue."
diately woke and wrote it down.
Triggs has released two solo albums: the
EA: Tell us more about ZEBRACOBRA first is Tyler Triggs to the Rescue (2006)
and the concept behind it.
and the second is Tyler Triggs to the
TT: ZEBRACOBRA is first and foremost Rescue: Thinking Grey, Speaking Black
an improv rock band built around two gui- (2007). If anyone is interested and wants a
tars played by Drew Walraven and myself. free copy of either album, e-mail tyler.trigDrew and I met freshman year in our gs@trincoll.edu with your box number or
Interarts seminar and started playing as ZC address.
sophomore year. This semester we have
picked up David Pietrocola '08 to play ZEBRACOBRA's next performance is
drums with us. It is always difficult to find Friday, Nov. 2 in Gallows Hill at 9:30 p.m.

TV Shows to Watch For
By PRIYANKA JOTWANI '10
TRIPOD STAFF

Halloween came early this year, and was a recurring theme in television this week. The other theme seemed to be the return of people from
characters' pasts, namely in "Grey's Anatomy" and "Gossip Girl." So
let's take a look at what we learned last week and what to look forward
to in the week ahead.
Grey's Anatomy: Welcome the new series regular, Dr. Erika Hahn. As
you could tell from Hahn and Yang's first interactions, they are going
to have a very interesting relationship. On the topic of relationships,
Alex and Rebecca finally reunited until she disappeared at the end. As
happy as Alex was he still had his share of drama when Norman had a
stroke. This marked the departure of the sage intern who is now switching to psychology. Halloween at Seattle Grace was quite creepy to say
the least. Not only did someone walk into the emergency room with a
chainsaw, but someone else stole and used it to cut off their own foot.
To continue with the creepiness, Meredith brought her mother's ashes
to the hospital prompting interesting responses from everyone.
However, her odd actions did end well when she and the chief laid the
ashes to rest in the hospital. Finally Callie and Cristina bonded over
their failed relationships and decided to become roommates. Next week
is an extended episode and, by extended, they mean you get an extra
seven minutes. The soon-to-be-divorced chief spends time bonding with
his fellow male doctors. Izzie and Cristina are in a heated competition
for surgeries and Dr. Hahn's favoritism; and Meredith will treat the survivor of a sky diving accident. SPOILER ALERT: Seth Green and Joshua
Jackson will be guest starring this season. Rumors are flying that Dr.
Hahn's arrival may also mark the first gay series regular. Despite earlier
reports, "Gizzie" will be sticking around until at least the eighth episode.
Also around this episode, it is being said that Meredith and Derek are
still going strong on their sex and mockery relationship.
Brothers & Sisters: If one thing must be said about Sunday's episode it's
how great of a performance was given by every actor on the show. The
witty banter between Justin and Rebecca in the beginning was hilarious,
especially when she declared him a "gossip." Nora fulfilled her motherly duties very well with a pregnant Kitty and Sarah's divorce. Sarah and
^itfevi« sheared some good sibling bonding time as he tried his best to win
his sister's custody case. Speaking of, you've really got to hate Joe after
this episode. Not only did he ask for primary custody, but he had been
planning it for weeks and never told Sarah. Rachel Griffiths was shone
as the mother fighting for her kids and the final scene when she allowed
herself to break down was heartbreaking. The episode was filled with
frustrating moments, such as Justin, once again, being an addict. For the
other Walker brother, Tommy, things are getting quite complicated. All
torn up about missing his daughter's first Halloween, Tommy followed
in his father's footsteps by beginning an affair with Lina. Things should
be very interesting if and when Julia returns. Next week after the Walkers
suffer a tragic loss, Kitty is forced to bring in a guest adviser (Guest Star:
Danny Glover) for Robert. SPOILER ALERT: An intervention is in the
works and its no surprise who it's for. Also, Kitty will be suffering a personal loss, which I'm assuming can only have to do with her pregnancy.
Plus due to the cancellation of his new show, Eric Winters should be
reprising his role as Jason McCallister by February.
Ugly Betty: "Betty ... Internet Dating ... MUST MOCK!!" That was just
one of the many funny one-liners of last week's episode. It was a classic
Betty episode with Amanda teasing Betty, Wilhelmina being diabolical
as usual, and Marc flirting with a guy. Wait a second, that's not so typical. Yes not only did Marc have his first date, but he also chose brains
over beauty. Some other atypical behavior came from Hilda and Justin.
Hilda found friendship in some new mature woman, and when I say
mature I mean old. Justin meanwhile continued to hang out with the
bad crowd, which eventually led to him getting arrested. Luckily the two
finally admitted to one another how hard it has been without Santos.
Internet dating had some interesting results, especially for Christina who
was messaged by her "husband." Poor Betty got ditched by her internet
date, but Henry arrived just in time to save the night. Thanks to her flop
date though Betty finally got together with Henry. Next week Betty and
Henry will be crashing the musical Wicked, and it looks like Daniel will
finally learn about the lie Betty has been hiding from him about
Wilhelmina. Also the latest news from the spoiler front is that, SPOILER ALERT: The demise of one of the series regulars is scheduled to
occur before the end of the year.
Honorable Mentions: "Gossip Girl's" Thanksgiving episode will involve
a flashback to how things were last year, in which we meet Serena's
Grandmother and Blair's Dad. "Pushing Daisies" has been picked up for
a full season, and if you haven't checked this show out yet, I suggest you
do because it's a winner. Full episodes air on abc.com.
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latest Global Warmkg FHck Fails to Reach Mainstream Audience
ByJORDYN SIMS '10
TRIPOD STAFF

weakest. Each of the experts was
obviously very qualified and passionate about what they talked
Although I can't help but asso- about. The placement and organiciate him with several painfully zation of facts presented by the
awful lines in Titanic, Leonardo experts was effective as well — the
DiCaprio has finally put out a film followed an outline which
good film. Packed with testi- progressed from the possible causmonies from experts, DiCaprio's es of global warming to events it
latest movie, The 11th Hour, has already caused, events it possiattempts to serve as a wake-up call bly will cause, and finally to what
to America concerning global we can do to stop it.
warming.
Haunting statistics
Despite this effective organizapaired with breath-taking images tion and the passionate testiof the Earth remind us of all that monies, many of these experts
we stand to lose, creating a terrify- used advanced vocabulary in their
ing and inspiring message: if the fields of expertise, making some
United States does not make an of the testimonies fairly inaccessieffort to remedy the effects of ble for ordinary audience memglobal warming
bers who have not
and help to prestudied environIn addition, the
vent them, we
mental issues in
will destroy our American people are so detail. In addition,
species.
obsessed with material
while the experts'
comments were
DiCaprio,
greed and "keeping up
interspersed with
along with sisters
with the Johnsons"
images,
music,
Leila
Conners
and the occasionthat we often neglect
Petersen
and
al transition narraNadia Petersen,
to take the steps that
tion
of DiCaprio,
wrote the script
we
personally
can
take
the
testimonies
for the film,
to stop or at least slow made up the vast
although
they
majority of the
did not have to
down global warming.
film. This created
do too much
an extremely overwriting
as
DiCaprio's narration was fairly whelming effect, dulling much of
infrequent. The majority of the the message communicated by the
film was comprised of testimonies experts. It is challenging for anygiven by experts, such as Stephen one, no matter how passionate
Hawking and Mikhail Gorbachev. they are about a subject, to conThese testimonies were both the tinuously be bombarded by facts
strongest parts of the film and its and expert opinion and continue

www.imdb.com
Leonardo DiCaprio's The 11th Hour features good solutions about global warming though it overuses expert evidence.

to focus for an hour and a half.
This brings up another issue
inherent in all environmental
films — who is the film's true
audience? The majority of the people who will go to see this film
will already agree that global
warming is an issue and will probably already be aware of many of
the issues explained and elaborated on in The 11th Hour. Yes, it is
beneficial for them to learn more
about an issue that is so important to them. However, the motivation for this movie was advertised as raising awareness. The people in America who are not aware
of the dangers of global warming
will not go see this film.
Even so, the section at the end
of the film was very effective

when discussing possible actions
that we can take to stop global
warming. It provided a multitude
of ways to decrease our "carbon
footprint," including solar paneling, wind and water energy, as well
as , eco-friendly
architecture.
Experts attested to the fact that
these options are now economically competitive sources of energy in comparison with our current obsession with fossil fuels as
an energy source. Herein lies the
main problem with any solutions
for global warming: our government is so polluted by their
involvement with the fossil fuel
industry that they will not give
other options fair consideration.
In addition, the American people
are so obsessed with material

greed and "keeping up with the
Johnsons" that we often neglect
to take the steps that we personally can take to stop or at least slow
down global warming.
The 11th Hour went on to
encourage people to talk to their
government officials, to. make
personal efforts to decrease their
carbon footprints, and to truly
make an effort to stop global
warming now. The alternative is
the extinction of our species. We
do not have much time either —
this is an issue that must be
addressed now. It is a pity that
more people will not go see The
11th Hour, because it's worth it
to muddle through the multitude
of experts. This isn't an issue
that can be ignored.
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Calendar of Events
Tuesday,
October

*\f\
" ^ j l L f October

4:15 p.m.
"Revolution" and the
Revolution: The Beatles
and Politics in 1968
Austin Arts Center 101

* 5 1 f"O/"^

12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

c

1

Monday,
H r November
A

November

f% n m

Episcopal Communion
Service
Chapel

6:30 p.m.
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

2:30 p.m.
Ongoing Open Modern
Dance Class
Trinity Commons, Room
152

8 p.m.
Get Double-Teamed By
The Dischords!
The Fred

/"*
^

9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service

Chapel

Language Lunch Tables
AH language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining Hall.
Monday:

o p.m.
Chamber Ensembles
Recital
Hamlin Hall

Thursday:

ELECTION DAY

Chapel

O

7 p.m.
Hartford Wolf Pack
Game
Hartford Civic Center

Tuesday:
Wednesday:

9 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass

'"••••'l?i.'.

12 p.m.
Roman Catholic All Soul's
Day Mass
Friendship Chapel

C* Tuesday,
* 3 November

7 p.m.
Green Campus Meeting
Community Service Office

5:15 p.m.
Vespers Service
Chapel

2

12 p.m.
Roman Catholic All Saint's
Day Mass
Friendship Chapel

HALLOWEEN
Sunday/

V-'-.

French
Russian
Arabic
Chinese
German
Japanese
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish

12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
1 p . m . - 2 p.m.
12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
12 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12:40 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

For more calendar information, see: http://internet2.trincoll.edu/TCcal/webcal.aspx.

Green Tip of the Week

Community Service Spotlight
By Anne Bonfiglio '10

Vote for eco-friendly politicians.
November 6 is Election Day, and while some
may be skeptical, your vote is definitely a
powerful tool when it comes to calling the
government to action on such issues as the
environment. If you haven't requested your
absentee ballot from home yet, do so
immediately!

This week the Community Service Spotlight shines on
ACES ^araui^iQftTO»MW^*¥®«i*i«ta6&ior their work in
organizing this year's 17th Annual Halloween on Vernon
Street, which took place on Oct. 28. This event is held
to bring together the Trinity community and the Hartford
community by providing a safe and fun Halloween experience for local children. The children follow a set route
on Vernon Street (!ed by chaperones) that brings them
to stops for trick-or-treating, games and haunted houses.
The route ends at Vernon Social Center where different
organizations have set up tables with activities for the
children to take part in.
To prepare for this event, ACES recruited Trinity students as well as trick-or-treaters. Advertisements were
placed in local newspapers and letters were sent home
with children from elementary schools to bring families
to the event. To increase Trinity participation, ACES sent
letters to organizations, cultural houses and Greek houses asking if they would like to participate in the event,
either by having a stop at their house or by setting up a
table in the .Vernon Social Center. ACES also tabled and
posted on the Trinity Exchange in order to get individual
student volunteers to lead groups of children along the
route.
This year's Halloween on Vernon involved the participation of 125 Trinity student chaperones and 20 student
organizations.

More you can do:
The League of Conservation Voters keeps a scorecard to see how Congressional
Members rate on environmental issues. Just go to www.lcv.org/scorecard and enter
in your zip code. It's just that easy to see how your Senators and Representative are
doing when it comes to such issues as global warming and climate change. Write
them a letter, send them an e-mail or give them a call to let them know you're
watching!
Also, read the platforms that the current presidential candidates are taking. Visit
www.presidentialprofiles2008.org to keep yourself informed as you think about who
will get your vote in November 2008!

Photo courtesy of Krystal Ramirez
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Fall Fashion Highlights Lots of Layering and Designer Denim
By SANYO LAN '09

TRIPOD STAFF
I don't claim to be a prophet
of fashion. Everyone thinks that
supposed fashion savants can
tell you what to wear, but that's
just ridiculous. However, I can
tell you what usually works, and
what trash to give to the
Salvation Army or to that friend
you secretly hate as a gift.
Fashion is mostly about the
clothes, but it's also about bettering yourself. I can assure you
that Dior Couture will still make
Maude look like Maude.
Computers know when to
update themselves when their
software is outdated. Humans
should too. Consider this a
guide to installing you, version
2.0.
If you've read any of my
prior pieces, you already know
my beef with sweatpants, sweatshirts, and preppy wear. If not, I
unfortunately don't have the
time to explain, so read up people. Your professors may think
that their assigned readings will
help save the world, but reading
my articles will help save you,
which is obvi more important!
I grew up in California,
where high fashion means
designer sandals. Here on the
East Coast, layering is key.

Given the wildly fluctuating
As you dress, don't forget
temperatures we've been experi- denim! Classic Levi's have risen
encing, who knows what Mother to near sartorial status. Denim,
Nature will throw at you next! in general, has also risen in
As you layer, remember: the lay- price, and many (the unenlightered outfit is as weak as the ened) don't understand why. In
innermost piece. Think a wife- the past, distinction between
beater (or, to be more PC, a designers was visible in creative
tank) can adequately serve as the motifs on the denim itself. The
innermost piece? Think again. recent trend, however, has really
Each piece should be able to gone toward an increasing
stand on its own. What if it's emphasis on quality (rather than
really warm inside, like the unique artistic expression).
never-ending hell I call LSC? Designers such as 7 for all
You don't want to have to strip mankind, Citizens of Humanity,
down to your tank, revealing and Diesel have pioneered the
your inner Eminem.
evolution of high fashion
There is a corollary to the denim.
rule, however. The Oxford will
For those confused about
be the "bread and butter" the hype, let the Good Doctor
(minus the butter ... too fatty) of break it down for you. Good
the layered outfit. It's usually denim is usually 100 percent cotthe second thing you put on, ton, but cheaper brands will get
and it can complement the by with as much as three percent
other elements of the outfit. It spandex. How can you tell if
can either contrast with the your denim is the Real McCoy?
color of the tee you're wearing Look closely at the grain of the
underneath, or give some "zing" fabric. If the grain runs diagoto the solid colored sweater nally, you have the real deal.
you're wearing over it. Try some
Some brands of denim are
fun color combinations like like vinyl records in that they
pink and green (oh, Camp Trin) are really vintage and distinct.
or different shades of green. These brands' denim doesn't
There are also tons of different fray like regular denim, and it's
options with shirts in terms of made using older looms. As a
patterns, ranging from the ever result of the process, each piece
popular striped to the risky, but will vary to some degree with
just as fun, paisley.
another piece, but some take

this as a blessing. The United
States sold a lot of these old
looms to the Japanese, so if
you're ever offered a pair of
expensive Japanese jeans, take it.
Raw denim is usually unwashed
and untreated, so it fades naturally. Watch out though because
the dye will stain any light colored fabric!
Now that you're looking
spiffy with your layered ensemble and quality denim, you'll be

looking fly for the ladies, right?
Wrong again. Look in the mirror. Wait, is that a zit on your
face? Or maybe it's a ridiculously outdated haircut. It's time to
get over that fear of the spa, and
embrace it. There are many gender-neutral spas, and many facilities have specialists for male
skincare. A facial will do wonders. While you're at it, get a
see SPOTLESS en pase

Courtesy of www.saksfifthavenue.com
7 for all mankind's Bootcut Cotton Jeans are priced at approximately $198.

'Surprising New Culinary Delight
By COURTNEY CREGAN '09

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Upon returning to campus this
fall, one. of the many changes
Trinity students immediately
noticed was the new restaurant
that had replaced Mamacitas, the
Firebox. Not only is the food a
welcome change from the often
mundane Hartford cuisine, but
more importantly, the restaurant is
also a community enrichment
project by the Melville Charitable
Trust.
The Melville Charitable Trust
is a community service organization aimed, at eliminating home-

lessness in Connecticut. According immediate neighborhood, but also
to its Web site, Melvilletrust.org, through using only locally grown
homelessness is now. rising faster ingredients whenever possible.
than at any point since the Great
"It is our belief that the finest
Depression. Over 33,000 people food travels the shortest distance
experience
homelessness
in from the farm to the table; that
Connecticut each year, including menus should change with the sea13,000 children.
' sons, and that supporting local
The Trust believes that, its farmers ensures this tradition," is
cause is one that can be easily written at the top of the menu. In
achieved in a nation as wealthy as other words, in the process of
the United States. The Web site assisting local farmers, the manageoutlines their mission, "All that is ment is also providing the best
needed to eliminate homelessness food. The Farmer's Table Tasting
in America is the political will to Menu attests to this belief.'
do so." The Firebox serves their
The Melville Charitable Trust
mission primarily through provid- brought in Jason Collin, a New
ing jobs to those living in the York chef, and the general manag-
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Katy huiin
The Firebox, a new addition to Hartford, makes for a pleasantly striking atmosphere and an equally delectable dinner.

er from Hot Tomatoes, Dan She described it as "well-prepared"
Meiser. This combination has and "tender."
proven to be a magical one.
Accompanying the delectable
Customers are invited to spoil dishes was the amazing wine list
their taste buds surrounded by a and innovative cocktail menu.
warm fireplace and white-washed Many Trinity students have experibrick walls.
enced a less than clear mind after
The food is contemporary having had a few too many of
American and served on hand- Trumbull Kitchen's tasty mojitos;
made Amish tables. The interior however, the Firebox has finally
design is spectacular and finds a posed a challenge to these minty
way to add a homestyle touch to beverages with its blueberry mojimodern decor. In terms of cost it to. These blueberry dreams are
is fairly expensive for a student's only on the bar menu but can, and
budget, but definitely worth the definitely should be, requested
occasional splurge, or at least a trip with your meal.
on the occasion that parents are
The bar area in the front of the
paying. Our entire meal for two, restaurant is another masterful
including drinks, came to about 80 construction. With tall arched windollars (40 dollars per person), but dows, 30-foot vaulted ceilings, and
the service was fast and friendly, exposed brick walls, the wine list
which is always a plus.
and cocktail menu aren't all that's
For my appetizer, I ordered the pleasing. The seating plan is also a
Lobster "Perogis" and my dinner skilled conception. As well as the
companion, Mallory Hanig '11, option of sitting at the bar, which
ordered the pei mussels meuniere. is elegant and inviting, customers
Although the server's description can also be seated at communal
of the lobster perogis as "lobster tables. In terms of local bars, the
dumplings" made me a little skep- Tap seems completely irrelevant
tical, the appetizer turned out to compared to this establishment.
be fantastic, and the mussels were
If you don't trust my opinion,
even better. Hanig could hardly then trust that of the Haitford
finish chewing before exclaiming, Courant, which along with calling
"Wow! These mussels are better Firebox a "hot spark," also said,
than the ones on Nantucket!" "It has the potential for being an
Coming
from
a- lifelong important force in our community
Nantucketer such as Hanig, this and an important player in the
was the ultimate compliment. Our culinary landscape." Thus far, the
second course was equally impres- reviews have been entirely enthusisive. The "Four Mile River Farms" astic.
beef was a gourmet heaven with
So why not choose a restaurant
equally delicious french fries as a that not- only brags delectable
compliment. Every bite was delec- meals and divine cocktails, but
table. Hanig's "Pineland Farms" serves the good of the Hartford
ribeye of beef was also spectacular. community as well?
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Candace Bushnell Supports VNA HealthCare's Hospice Program
utilizes pieces of Bushnell's work
as discussion topics in her classfamilies, and members of the es, and Bushnell proceeded to
of discuss Bushnell's relationship
interdisciplinary
team
with her mother.
Hospice profesOutfitted in a green
Outfitted in
sionals.
A
a green beaded
Hospice profesbeaded blazer, chocoblazer, chocolate
sional ultimately
late velour pants, and, velour
pants,
expressed one of
of course, designer
and, of course,
the film's most
designer heels,
integral
sentiheels, Bushnell recalled
Bushnell recalled
ment:
"Dying
her mother's advice:
her
mother's
with
dignity
advice: "Always
should be our "Always be gracious.
be
gracious.
last human right.
Always be yourself."
Always be yourHospice is there
Bushnell acknowledged
self." Bushnell
to help."
her mother's advice as
acknowledged
Following the
her
mother's
film,
Co-Host
having proved indisadvice
as
having
Laura
Anne
pensible, especially in
proved indispenStuart, M.P.H.,
sible, especially
sexuality educa- successfully establishing
in successfully
tor who currenther career.
establishing her
ly teaches at the
career,
University ' of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and often
Stuart then initiated the
continued Bom page 1

Courtesy ofwww.ew.com
Candace Bushnell (tiglit) poses with Danica McKeUa at EW's Oscar-viewing party.

segue from Bushnell's personal
to professional life, professing
her favorite of Bushnell's works
to be Lipstick Jungle and confessing, "Since 'Sex and the City'
went off the air, I've been at a
loss as to what to do with
myself."
Bushnell reiterated that, as
stated in the event's program,
"[She] developed the 'Sex and
the City' column as a thinlyveiled look at her own life
(through the voice of her alterego, Carrie) and that of her
friends, acquaintances, and
NYC's social elite." Bushnell
remembered, "Fellows wanted to
date, not only you, but all of
your friends as well [...] I found
myself like a lot of other
Courtesy of www.vogue.com.au
women: in my early 30s and still Sarah Jessica Parker portrays Carrie Bradshaw: Candace Bushnell's "alter-ego."
single."
She also admitted, "Most of "Mr. Big," Lipstick Jungle only have [money, status, and
my
girlfriends
were
like focused on women becoming power] as adjunct to a man [...]
Samantha"
(Samantha
is, their own "Mr. Big," securing Money is the most important
inevitably, the most independ- financial success
thing for women,
"Coming Home with
ent and sexually uninhibited of independently.
given the circumthe "Sex and the City" charac- In
Lipstick
stances."
Candace Bushnell"
ters as, for example, she jokes: Jungle, Bushnell
"Coming
promised to be,
"I'm a trisexual. I'll try anything endeavored to
Home
with
according to the
once").
illustrate, "The
C a n d a c e
After describing the process new paradigm of
Bushnell" promevent's program, "a
through which the column c o n t e m p o r a r y
ised
to be,
fabulous and glambecame a television show, women."
according to the
orous evening."
Bushnell delved into the subject
event's program,
Bushnell conmatter of Lipstick Jungle. While tinued, "A lot of
"a fabulous and
Sex and the City featured 30- peoples' behavior has to do with glamorous
evening." The
something year-old women, money, status, and power [.,.] Bushnell successfully delivered
Lipstick Jungle featured 40- Money gives you status gives an event that entertained (and
something year-old women. And you
power."
She added, empowered an audience of
while Sex and the City focused "Traditionally, men have money, women) while promoting an
on women finding their own status, and power, and women important cause.

Boston
Student-Alumni
Networking Event
M.J. O'Connor's
zy Columbus Avenue
Boston, MA
Friday, November
at spin.
Following tbe Job Fair, bead over to
MJ O'Connors for an opportunity to
meet and network witk local Trinity
alumni. Networking is a wonderful
opportunity to gain "insider advice"
and potentially bear about upcoming
job opportunities.
Please bttp://www.mjoconnors.com/
mj oco anor s/e vent s/index. bt m
for directions.
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Driver Comments on Student Drinking

Top 10

continued from page 1

they'll say something to me and dent dressed as a banana corrects
then not remember it the next her.
the bushes in front of the Smith day.
"What are you supposed to
House once. He was coming
Career Do you ever see kids be?" the banana asks.
out of AD and as we tried to when they are really drunk and
"I'm a Power Ranger," I say.
wake him up, he
then see them
"Dude ... dude, you're the
"No, I don't think
was pissing on
sober and have it black Power Ranger (The most
himself.
be
completely powerful Power Ranger, I believe,
[Trinity College studifferent?
Carver. Based
no offense red, pink, and blue).
dents have] a drinking
on your general
Mike:
Oh Guess what my name is, no
problem. I think it's just
view of Trinity
yeah. There is dude, seriously, guess what my
students, do you
one student I name is."
a bunch of kids trying
think our school
always see when
"Uh, I ..." I manage.
to make a name for
has a drinking
he's been drink"My name is Zach, man,
themselves on campus.
problem?
ing, and he takes that's my first name."
his clothes off
Mike: No, I
"Okay, cool. You know, if we
So the best thing for
and runs around got you some goggles you could
don't think you
them to do is to try to
Vernon,
half- be the yellow power ranger," I
have a drinking
drink and try to fit in
naked. Then I'll inform him.
problem. I think
tell him the next
it's just a bunch
"Nah dude, if I got them, we
with the rest of the kids
week
and he would switch costumes and then
of kids trying to
on campus."
won't remember. I would be the black one and
make a name for
He's a real good you would be yellow,"
themselves on
he
kid,
but
he
just
campus. So the
argues.
- Shuttle Driver Mike
doesn't remembest thing for
"No, we wouldn't, because
Warner
ber doing any of then I would look really dumb,
them to do is to
it.
try to drink and
like you do, and I'd have to
Carver. Do you have any ninja-kick you in the face," I
try to fit in with the rest of the
kids on campus.
final message you would like to think to myself.
Ultimate
Carver. What is the largest share with the
Warrior saunters
number of people you've ever fit Trinity communi"[Whine, whine, whine,
past our van as I
into the shuttle?
inform the stuwhine]
where
are
we?
Mike: Take it
Mike-. I'm not sure I can realdents that they
easy,
keep
having
ly say. Let's just say somewhere
[Whine, whine, someare going to
between nine and 18. If you sit, a good time and
thing about how drunk
appear
in a
a safe time. And
you can fit, that's.my motto.
Tripod article.
we are, whine whine],"
Carver. What else do you do don't puke in the
"Oh, Dude,
van.
besides driving the shuttle?
the girls say almost in
Dude, mention
Mike-. I work at Hoffman
unison.
the
banana,"
auto dealership. I'm also in
"[Stupid question that
You-Know-Who
Throughout
training to be a correctional offisays.
cer and a state trooper. We'll see the interview, I,
doesn't make any sense
"Mention the
Carver,
have
which one calls me first. I also
to anyone else in the
greek goddess!"
play a lot of basketball and I like been accompanyi^n.ot!be/ . .girl
mmmmm
fulfills his duties
Carver. How old is he?
chimes in.
"[Whine, whine, whine,
Mike. Four years old, he just as Shuttle Driver. When a bunch
of freshmen get into the van, I whine] where are we?? [Whine,
started school.
get a firsthand look at what whine, something about how
Carver. What's his name?
Mike's job is like. drunk we are, whine, whine],"
Mike: He's
The (undisclosed the girls say almost in unison.
Michael as well,
"I can actually discinumber of) stuhe's a "junior."
"[Stupid question that doespline my son, I can
dents
stumble n't make any sense to anyone
Carver. Which
into the van else in the van]?" the banana
is more frustratgive him a look and
dressed
for asks.
ing, trying to deal
he'll actually calm
with your son
Halloween sucI thank the students for their
down. Trinity kids are
when
he
is
cess.
One stu- input and inform them that their
grumpy or dealdent is wearing a insightful comments are going to
not like that. It's all in
ing with inebriatsuit with two dif- make them famous in the
good humor for most
ed Trinity kids?
ferent patterns of upcoming issue of the Tripod.
of them. They mean
plaid. . I ask him
At the end of the interview,
Mike: Trinity
what he is sup- Mike asks me to give a shout-out
well for the most part,
kids, no question
posed to be.
to his co-worker James at some
about it. I can
but they'll say some"I'm ridicu- point. Consider yourself "shoutactually discipline
thing to me and then
lous," he says.
ed-out," James. Finally, upon
my son, I can
not remember it the
"Personified?" exiting the van Mike provides
give him a look
me with a fun fact to end the
I reply.
and he'll actually
next day."
calm
down.
"He's a crack- article:
"Did you know that before
head!" one girl
Trinity kids are
shouts from the he did his television show, Mr.
not like that. It's
- Shuttle Driver Mike
Rogers used to be a navy seal
back of the van.
all
in
good
Warner
"He's a cross with something like 17 kills
humor for most
between
Hugh under his belt?"
of them. They
I do now.
mean well for the most part, but Hefner and a crackhead," a stu-

Reasons to Booze at Trin
10. O'Doul's, while tasty, fails to deliver a Late Nightworthy buzz with its inadequate alcohol content.
9. You're not 21? Extra "Bad Ass" points! Further "Bad
Ass" point for purchasing with a fake.
8. Halloween costumes wouldn't have been nearly as
interesting last weekend if those sexy [insert random
animal here]'s had chosen to accessorize with sobriety.
7. Whatever ... attendance at your Friday morning
classes has never been mandatory.
6. Stumbling, bleary-eyed, through Mather's egg line is
just unequivocally satisfying.
5. If you don't drink their grody beer, frats are at a
loss as to how to allocate their dues.
4. Weekends suck anyway ... Get blackout and you
don't have to remember them ...
3. Forget "rose-colored glasses!" "Beer goggles" totally
make the world seem like a better place.
2. How else were you going to wash the nasty taste of
that random boy who shoved his tongue down your
throat except with a stiff shot of Bukoff?
1. Baby, It's Cold Outside ...

Spotless Visages Integral
to the Perfect Ensemble
continued trom page 17
Mani and Pedi, because looking
good applies to all extremities.
Now, here's the most controversial part of the article: manscaping. Now, I know that
images of my description last
year about wild gardens will
flow through your mind, but
please listen. Consider this a
public service announcement,
but this is more important than
any announcement about Staph
Infections or Avian Flu ... even
SARS!
There are a few men out
there, who are roaming the
streets of New York, or working
at Morgan Stanley, who have
more hair than Bigfoot (you
know who you are, Jon

Simonian). I plan to personally
make sure that every man is well
groomed. Looking like cavemen
was so 10,000 years ago, so catch
up to the times! Unless you're
cast in a role in the new
"Cavemen" sitcom, trim excessive hair off.
Fashion is ultimately a subjective value, so everybody has a
different vision of sartorial
Shangri-La. For me Shangri-La is
the perfectly cut Ben Sherman
suit beneath a classic Burberry
trench coat, with classic monk
strap shoes, but this vision
doesn't work for everyone. If
you dress better and treat your
body with some dignity, you'll
feel better too! And, after all,
isn't feeling better what being
fashionable is all about?

Gimme, Gimme More
Gimme More

Make-Out Sessions:
Scarier Than Ever!

"Don't Drink
And Dress!"

Be Nice to the Bros,
You Ungrateful Hos

While unimpressed with
the majority of Halloween costumes (Sexy St. Pauli Girl?
Seriously?), AT would give n o
tricks ana many a treat to the
following
disguised
divas:
Britney Spears (complete with
umbrella and "It's Britney,
Bitch" underwear), My Little
Pony (an animal impressively
far from "Sexy Gat3*), and a
convicted Paris Hilton.

AT always catches curious
couplings in brotherhood
basements. However, this
Halloween's hook-ups proved
especially freaky: AT watched
a
Humburgler
tasting
Goldilocks' "porridge," Soulja
Boy supermanning one of
Richard Simmons' hos, and a
XX(X)-chromosomed Peyton
Manning touching-down with
a fatigue-flaunting femme.

Certain costumes receive
negative feedback that transcends screams traditional of
the scary season (Halloween
2006, anyone?). AT severely
scolds Helen Keller and those
whose ensembles embodied
alternate ethnicities. Really,
guys? Sidebar: hurling Vodka
handles at AT doesn't guarantee atonement for sins of All
Hallows Eve past.

While AT admits to thoroughly enjoying toilet
humor (boobs! baha), AT
definitely disapproved of
the shaving cream phalluses
decking the halls of a freaky
fete-hosting frat. Now, children: quit biting the hand
that feeds you ... free beer!
Don't partake in the party
if you're planning to poop
all over it (poop! baha).
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Practical Self-Defense Tips
By ANNE BENJAMIN '09
TRIPOD STAFF
My mother inspired my column this week. Worried sick
about me living downtown, she
shipped me some pepper spray.
She explained that she could not
ship it to Massachusetts, so
lucky
thing
I
live
in
Connecticut. Here are some
interesting laws and facts about
various self-protection
and
defense tools in Connecticut
and at Trinity.
While the best ways to
defend yourself probably include
taking a self-defense class, walking in a group at night, and
being alert, there are many types
and varieties of self-defense
weapons on the market. By no
means do I suggest that you go
out and arm yourself. I just
thought it would be interesting
to learn some of the rules and
regulations about seif-defense
weapons. Our College handbook states that Trinity does not
allow "unauthorized usej manufacture or possession of firearms,
ammunition, explosives, hand
weapons, air rifles, or fireworks/'
but does not go into specifics.
The most common types of
self-defense weapons are chemical sprays, knives, tasers, and
noisemakers. First and probably
most practical, noisemakers are
an easy and useful self-defense
device. As you may have
guessed, they are perfectly legal
..t$i, .Tuwty CpVlege, and in. the
state of Connecticut. A loud
noise will alert others of your
potential assault and may also
scare your attacker away. What's
more, you can put them conveniently on a keychain or lanyard.
Noisemakers are sold everywhere. You can get them online
or in a retail store. They come in
all sorts of volumes, intensities,

and varieties. Some noisemakers
are electric and some are humanpropelled. A good-quality standard whistle, if it is loud enough,
always works.
Another common weapon is
a knife. There are many varieties
of knives. Most people I talk to
do own some sort of a knife, but
mostly for culinary or utility
purposes rather than as a selfdefense weapon. A blade is a
very serious weapon, and I
wouldn't recommend carrying
one for self-defense. Your attacker probably knows more about
knives than you about knives, is
more likely to use it and may be
able to easily turn the weapon
around on you. Also, for a knife
to be effective, the user has to
employ specific placement and
technique. However, since most
people own some sort of knife,
whether it is a Swiss Army,
Leatherman, dagger, kitchen
knife, butterfly knife, or switchblade, here are the rules. In the
state of Connecticut, knives are
legal with the exception of
switchblades, and knives with
blades over four inches long.
However, on Trinity campus,
knives are not allowed, period.
The philosophy is that you
should not be defending yourself with a knife because they are
not a practical defense weapon
for college students. Associate
Director of Campus Safety
Christopher Lyons said, "There
is no valid excuse for having a
knife on campus." If you are
caught with a knife, you mil get
into trouble and the Dean of
Students will be notified.
Chemical Sprays are a different story. Pepper spray is legal in
Connecticut and also legal on
the Trinity campus, according to
Lyons. In some states, including
New York, pepper spray is illegal, and in Massachusetts you
have to have a firearms license

Courtesy of Anne Benjamin
Some of these weapons are illegal in Connecticut and not allowed on campus.

to possess it. Online companies
won't ship to those few states
where possession is illegal, but
other than that pepper spray is
easy to purchase online. Pepper
spray comes in many forms;
even fake lipstick cases, if you
want to be sneaky. Although it is
legal to possess on campus, you
will be severely disciplined if you
use pepper spray the wrong way
- for any other purpose than
self-defense. Hartford Police and
Campus Safety officers carry
pepper spray, and a few weeks
ago it was used effectively
against someone trying to break
into Vernon Place.
More intense sprays like
mace, bear spray, or tear gas, are
not legal on campus. I would
only recommend bear spray if
you are going mountaineering in
Alaska or something along those
lines. These sprays can cause
much more severe damage than
pepper spray, and can even be
lethal. Interestingly, bear spray
and mace are still legal in
Connecticut.
Taser Guns, probably the
most serious and intense selfdefense tools, are definitely not
allowed on campus, although
they
also are legal
in
Connecticut. On campus, a taser
gun is considered a firearm, and
if caught with one on campus
you will probably be expelled.
These are no joke. They are also
really expensive.
There is a lot more information on' self-defense weapons on
Wikipedia, or on Web sites like,
http://www.homesecuritystore.c
om/, http://www.self-defensetechnology.com/,
http://www.pepper-spraystore.com/,
http://www.nonlethaldefense.com, or on state
government Web sites. The best
thing to do. is walk in groups
and to be alert. Lyons said,
"Refrain from buying any of that
stuff; you don't need it on campus. I wouldn't suggest anybody
carrying anything." If the situation ever arises, your role in an
incident with pepper spray, or
any other weapon will be judged
in context. F.Y.I., according to
the handbook, Trinity offers
self-defense classes and suggests
taking one in their Personal
Safety Precautions section. The
classes are offered through
Campus Safety, the Women's
Center, and the Athletic
Department.
On another note: The Better
Business Bureau Web site,
www.bbb.org, got a makeover
and it's really cool! The BBB is
the Web site where you can look
up information on businesses,
charities, etc. Now, upon entry
you have a choice to go on the
federal site or you can enter your
zip code and be redirected to the
local BBB, where there are more
specific laws and business
searches. They also changed the
format to be much more aesthetically pleasing and user-friendly.
Ask Annie is a resource for
students to learn and ask about
consumer issues. Please contact
me with any questions! I would .
really like to help
you.
Ann e. Benjamin @trin coll. edu

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

Can I help you enjoy that candy bar? Happy peanuts
soar over chocolate-covered mountains and waterfalls
of caramel. Prancing nougat in the meadow sings a
song of satisfaction to the world. The world.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Snickers

H
T

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

Work is catching up with you. Seems you haven't been
sleeping as much as you used to. College is tough.
Now's not the time to grow a pair and suck it up.
Relax a little. Need a moment? You know what to do.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Twix!

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

Working as a team is so your thing. Cooperation,
groupthink, etc ... Large groups are great, however,
you tend to prefer threesomes. Not that kind of threesome, you perv. All for one and one for all!
Cavity-Causing Candy. Three Musketeers

TAURUS

April 20 - May 20

To make up for your lack of presence you should look
into a more original tastebud treat. Try something
cuter. It's not attractive as a female coed to be gnawing on beef jerky. Tsk tsk, what would mom say?
Cavity-Causing Candy. Peeps Marshmallow Chicks

GEMINI

May 21 - June 21

Why always try to stay on top of trends when you can
look back for a little retro inspiration? Flip through
your old DVD collection and you will see endless possibilities - trust! You will find a winner somewhere.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Runts

CANCER

June 22-July 22

You sometimes live in the past a la Jennifer Garner in
Thirteen Going On Thirty. This is not something that
other people hold in high regard. Society is all about
t&osang ons© hop on the bandwagon, damnit.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Razzles!!!

LEO

July 23-August 22

Roar (in Italian). As a foreign import you have naturally been a huge hit with the ladies (and men - especially the men). They are drawn to you because of
your ferocious demeanor. Stay on the prowl.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Lion Bars

ltP

VIRGO
August 23-September22
Absolutely delightful, you are. Completely delicious,
some (but really, who?) might say. Abfab, liquid crack,
delectable, scrumptious, etc ... Either you're really
adorable or you resemble England's favorite candy.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Cadbury Eggs
LIBRA
September 23-October 22
You are boring on the outside, kind of like a milk
chocolate egg. On the inside you are a complete surprise, kind of like the inside of a milk chocolate egg.
Sorry, the planets had nothing to say about you.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Kinder Eggs

SCORPIO

October 23 - November 21

Tart. Smartass. Jerk. You are a real winner. No one
likes to be around you although you attract some curious peeps once in a while. If friends had to describe
you they'd say you tasted like black cherry. Odd.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Warheads

SAGITTARIUS

November 22-December 21

Not one for statements or being outlandish you tend
to be very introverted and whatnot. Here's the thing
... you won't make many friends that way. You're a toolface if you haven't figured that out for yourself either.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Dots

CAPRICORN

December 22-January 19

Luxurious and divine is what you crave in your decadent delights as with your equally lush lifestyle.
Slowing down is for wusses; you are in it for the longhaul. Live fast, die young, and leave a beautiful corpse.
Cavity-Causing Candy. Godiva Chocolkirs
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Never Satisfied Sox Fans Pitc04 &c07 Teams Against Each Other
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10
TRIPOD STAFF

every other statistical category. Red
Sox Nation will always remember
that it was Kentucky Fried Kevin
who worked the walk in the ninth
inning of Game Four of the ALCS,
but Youk's heavenly .390 on-base
percentage gives me confidence
that, had the need arisen, he too
could have taken four balls.
EDGE: 2007

When FOX asked me during
the third inning which team was
better, the 2004 Red Sox or the
2007 Red Sox, my first reaction
was to be annoyed that they couldn't be happy for one second that
we were 18 outs from our second
World Championship in four years
instead of trying to compare the
teams. But when the graphic came
up again in the seventh or so and
most of America rooted for the
2007 edition, it got me thinking.
Now, obviously in the seventh
inning you had to wait and see if
the 2007 guys won it all before
making a decision. But it's been a
full 12 hours and I've had some
time to reflect. I think the best way
to do this is a position-by-position
comparison.

Second base: Dustin Pedroia vs.
Mark Bellhorn
Yeah, I know. But I said we'd go
through every position. Pedroia,
who may well be Rookie of the
Year, or Bellhorn, who spent most
of 2007 in AAA? Now, perhaps
I'm being unfair. Bellhorn did
come through in the clutch threerun homer in Game Six of the
ALCS, but I can't say I'm unhappy
with the change in personnel.
EDGE: 2007

Catcher: Jason Varitek vs. Jason
Varitek
You have to go with Varitek here.
The old Varitek, that is. He actually wasn't an All-Star in 2004, but
he certainly wasn't this year, either.
There isn't a dramatic difference in
power numbers, but the drop in
batting average from .296 to .255 is
significant. More so is the decrease
from a .872 OPS to .788.
EDGE: 2004

Shortstop: Julio Lugo vs. Orlando
Cabrera
If only for the handshakes, it's
gotta be Cabrera here. I mean,
there's also the .294 batting average he posted in his three months
in Boston, as compared to Lugo's
.237 over the entire season, and the
significant defensive difference
between them, but for me, the
handshakes are what I miss.
EDGE: 2004

First base Kevin Youkilis vs. Kevin
Millar
Millar has Youk on the ugly facial
hair tally (though not by much),
but Youk wins in pretty much

Third base Mike Lowell vs. Bill
Mueller
I can't even tell you how much it
kills me to pick anyone over Bill
Mueller Yankee Kueller here, but

Lowell did win World Series MVP.
Billy came through when we needed him to against the Yankees, but
Lowell came through when we
needed him to all season. This is
still a tough call, though.
EDGE: 2007

played in 48 games in 2004. David
Jonathan (don't ask me where J.D.
came from) actually turned himself
into a veritable Mr. October with
his .313 postseason batting average
and key ALCS grand slam.
EDGE: 2007

Left field: Manny Ramirez vs.
Manny Ramirez
Manny being Manny was more
appealing when he was hitting 43
home runs and coming in third in
the MVP voting than when his helmet-tossing antics got him run
down at home. It's a good problem to have when an off-season for
you means you hit .296 with 20
home runs and 88 RBIs, but the
fact remains that this was an offseason for him.
EDGE: 2004

Designated hitter: David Ortiz vs.
David Ortiz
Ortiz was a different player in 2004
than he was in 2007. He was all
about power back in 2004, but a
torn meniscus in his right knee
(the leg he lands on) robbed him
of the ability to make it past the
warning track all too often this
year. Somehow he managed to
compensate, though, and ended
up with a .621 slugging percentage-18 points better than his 2004
total—thanks in large part to his
career-high 52 doubles.
EDGE: 2007

Center field: Coco Crisp vs.
Johnny Damon
Yeah, yeah, traitor, whatever. If we
can remember back to a time when
we didn't hate Johnny, we can be
honest with ourselves and admit
that hitting .304 and scoring 123
runs is better than hitting .268 and
scoring 85. Coco does win points
for dominating the highlight reel
out in center field, though.
EDGE: 2004

Successful Season at NEs
By TEDDY HARRINGTON '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Trinity Golf team
"Sure, my season goal was to
wrapped up its season last
make it to the Final Four of the
Monday in a tie for 18th place of
themselves in a 3-0 hole.
[NESCAC
Championship
42 schools at the New England
The Panthers tried to shut the Tournament], but to be where we Intercollegiate Golf Association
door with 32:26 left to play in the are in this conference is amazing," Championship
Tournament,
second half, but Trinity would not she said.
played at the Captains' Course
go out quietly.
Four of Trinity's 10 league on Cape Cod.
Junior defender Emily Skipp opponents (Bowdoin, Tufts,
The Bantams finished the
sparked the late rally when she Williams, and Middlebury) earned year strong, finishing first in the
converted a pass from senior co- national rankings this season. NESCAC and ECAC tournacaptain midfielder Katie Curran to Parmenter is excited that, for the ments, before producing a
put Trinity on the board. Five min- first time in team history, Trinity strong outing in the last tournautes later, Skipp was at it again, this has earned a fifth-place ranking in ment of the year.
time providing the assist to senior the regional poll.
The first day in Brewster,
forward Kat Cordon's goal.
"People recognize that Trinity Mass, was kinder to the Bantams
Unfortunately for the Bantams, is right there," she said. She than the second. Freshman Jay
this would be the last goal of their summed up the season, "So it was Driscoll led the Bantams with an
2007 season as the clock ran out a good overall season with a cou- outstanding 75. Junior captain
with the score still 4-2 in ple of let-downs, but an amazing Josh Biren shot 79 on the day.
group of women athletes saw the Sophomore Dave Anderson shot
Middlebury's favor.
Parmenter acknowledged the season out. They raised the bar a 77, and classmate Josh
sense of loss that comes with a sea- and worked their butts off and I Grossman completed what his
son that started so well and ended, am proud to coach every single captain called a "breakout seaone of them."
it seems, unfairly early.
son" with a great first day, shooting a 78, Grossman, who was not
even a starter on the team last
year, recently won the NESCAC
Tournament and was consequently named the NESCAC
Player of the Year. The team finished the afternoon in sixth
place.
Unfortunately, the second
day was tougher, as Trinity
dropped 12 places in the standings. Biren matched his day one
performance with another 79,
and Anderson was just behind
Courtesy of Jeff Patterson, The Middlebury Campuswith an 82. Driscoll shot 85 to
The Panthers shoot but do not score against the Bantam defense on Saturday.
continued from page 24

Bullpen: Jonathan Papelbon,
Hideki Okajima; Mike Timlin, Eric
Gagne, Manny Delcarmen vs.
Keith Foulke, Mike Timlin, Alan
Embree, Ramiro Mendoza, Curtis
Leskanic
Foulke probably should have won
World Series MVP, but so .should
have Papelbon, so that's a. wash.
Eric Gagne and Ramiro Mendoza
could duke it out for all-time worst
reliever who somehow made the
postseason roster, but OkajimaTimlin-Delcarrnen beats TimlinEmb ree-Leskanic.
EDGE: 2007

Bench: Wily Mo Pena, Jacoby
Ellsbury, Alex Cora, Eric Hinske
vs. Gabe Kapler, Dave Roberts,
Doug Mientkiewicz, Pokey Reese
Tacoby Bellsbury won us all free
tacos (go today, Tuesday, between
2 and 5 p.m. to any Taco Bell in
Honestly, this was closer than I
America to pick up yours). What expected it to be. The 2004 team
more do you want? Roberts did was magical, but the 2007 was
have the steal and Kapler did pick good. I had figured the 2007 crew
up when Nixon went down for the would demolish the 2004 guys in
Right field: J.D. Drew vs. Trot majority of the season, but Cora every category except intangibles,
has been invaluable and Ellsbury but the Idiots had it going on too.
Nixon
It's a run exercise, but the result is
You will never believe this, but I was on fire ever since his callup.
the same: the off-season somehow
actually am going to go with J.D. EDGE: 2007
isn't as long when you're the last
here. It's easy to pick Trot because
let's face it, Drew stank it up for Starting rotation: Josh Beckett, team playing. Enjoy it, Red Sox
most of the season, but Trot only Curt
Schilling,
Daisuke Nation.

Field:•Honekgji• Gartt S

Skid Against Middlebury

Matsuzaka, Tim Wakefield, Julian
Tavarez vs. Pedro Martinez, Curt
Schilling, Derek Lowe, Tim
Wakefielcl, Branson Arroyo
Not only do they have better hair
now than they did when Pedro
and Bronson set the dress code,
the pitching is also better. I am
loath to pick anyone short of Cy
Young himself over Pedro, but the
2007 staff was better top to bottom, even with Tavarez in there.
EDGE: 2007

complete his weekend with an
impressive
score of
160.
Freshman Mike Belkin also had a
solid outing, shooting a 176 over
the two-day tournament.,
The Bantams finished tied
with the same score as nearby
Fairfield University with a score
of 638. They finished 6th among

son in team history," said Biren.
"When I came in as a freshman
[...] our team had never won a
tournament. Our best finish was
fourth
in
the
NESCAC
Championship. This year we
won three of our six tournaments - including the NESCAC
Championship, for the first time

Courtesy of Josh Biren '09

The Golf team won the ECAC Tournament for the first time in Trinity history.
Division III teams, a strong performance following last . year,
when they won the Division III
crown. The University of Rhode
Island won the tournament with :
a score of 600.
Trinity is an extremely young
team and will return all five of
its starters next season in an
attempt to continue the success
they found this year.
"This was by far our best sea-

in team history."
The Bantams' NESCAC
Tournament crown earns them
the right to host a four-team
playoff in the spring among
Middlebury, Hamilton, and
Williams. The winner of the
playoff
will
receive
the
NESCAC's automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament. Trinity has
never been to the NCAA
Tournament.
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Conlon Brings Experiences Abroad to life at Trinity Ephs, Wind
Blow Away
Bantams
ByJAYACUNZO'08
TRIPOD STAFF

After spending her spring
semester in Egypt, Trinity College
senior Kat Conlon returned home
and said her moment of readjustment came in a sporting goods
store.
"I've never been more excited
to be a female athlete in America,"
Conlon said. "Even the women
who are athletes in Egypt are struggling to find a place with their religion in sports because, for
instance, if you're a runner, you
need to keep everything covered.
To come back here and walk into
Dick's Sporting Goods and see a
whole section of women's athletic
gear, it's mind-blowing to me."
Conlon, a Bourne, Mass.
native, captains Trinity basketball
and piays right wing for the
Bantams' field hockey team, the
second-most prolific offense in the
NESCAC and 15th in the nation
(3.53 goals per game).
While studying at American
University in Cairo, Conlon said
the abundance of heavily-armed
policemen in the impoverished
Muslim city helped her feel safer
than during her usual runs in
Hartford.
But for religious and health
reasons, Conlon was unable to
consistently exercise.
"Training was so hard, it
seemed nearly impossible in the
beginning," she said. "First of all,
you never see girls out running
.^TO^Sut, evea,,the male athletes
would get up at four in the morning just to try and beat the pollution, and even then it's impossible."
A city of over 16 million,
Cairo's fumes put an end to her

running after her initial attempt.
"I'll never forget my first run,"
she said. Although it was 107
degrees, Conlon dressed in sweats
out of respect for Cairo's religious
culture.
As she approached the downtown area near the university, she
felt a sharp pain in her throat.
"I started to see my breath. It
was just a brown smoke," Conlon
said. "I realized it was all the pollution." The smog was persistent
enough to illicit a speech from
Conlon's physician on smoking
habits over the summer.
An international studies major
with a focus on the Middle East,
Conlon decided to join the Bussy
Project, a primarily Egyptian
group organized to defend
women's rights in the Muslim
nation.
"If I wasn't playing in sports, I
wanted to be helping the women's
cause while I was there," she said.
After watching the maid in her
apartment receive poor wages each
week, Conlon spoke up to the
group about fighting for more and
better jobs.
"I was laughed at," she said.
"They were like, that's not what
we're working for. They were working more towards the women who
are in [prominent positions] and
getting their faces out there
because they think people focus
too much on the negatives of
women in the Middle East."
Conlon renewed her attempts
to train, joining a small gym near
the school, but shoulder problems
exposed her to the gender barrier
even more.
"I went up to the male trainer
there and he was just like, 'You're
going to have to come back when
the female trainer is on duty,'"

Conlon said. "They wouldn't even
look at it. There were times I got
so frustrated because I felt like I
was prepared to go abroad, but I
couldn't prepare myself for that."
Conlon, who also spent time
teaching English to Sudanese
refuges, said the experience gave
her a new perspective.
"I would weigh [the women's
struggles] over the fact that they
aren't letting me play basketball,"
Conlon said, laughing at herself.
"The Egyptians have so much
more on their minds that I felt bad
complaining about basketball. The
more I got involved in these
women's rights groups, I saw there
are so many things that need to be
changed."
"She's one of the more mature
Trinity students that I've coached,"
said Trinity field hockey coach
Anne Parmenter, who insisted
Conlon's semester abroad has had
little impact on her performance
this season. "I think she and I get
frustrated with players on the team
that little Trinity issue dramas get
so overplayed here. You want to
just go, hey, let's just look at the
real world or let's get out of this
square mile of Trinity. Kat is some-

body who's had her head on her
shoulders a lot squarer than a lot
of players I've coached."
Conlon stated she wants to
return to Egypt and continue helping. Before she does so, she plans
on combining her academic and
athletic experiences in Cairo to
raise awareness at home through
her senior project at Trinity.
"I roomed with an Egyptian
track runner in Egypt," said
Conlon. "She wrote to Nike,
which sent her a hijab [a woman's
veil] with the swoosh on it. She's
so excited - she's never had anything for women."
Conlon's senior thesis, • she
said, will discuss how companies
like Nike are jumping on board
with Middle Eastern women's
sports by creating equipment that
fits with their religion.
"I couldn't be happier to have
gone through that experience
before my senior year because
every day I go out to practice, I
never take it for granted," Conlon
said. "The Egyptians were really
interested in how everyone thinks
the women in the Middle East are
oppressed, and they're not. They're
just fighting for different things."
„
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Courtesy of Jeff Patterson, The Middlebury Campus
Kat Conlon fights a Middlebury midfielder for the ball in the second half Saturday.

continued from page 24
four minutes of play.
The Ephs' second goal came
on an own goal due in large part
to the gusts that blew the ball
from a corner kick out of
Durland's hands. Their third
came soon afterward on a hard
shot just past Durland.
Trinity entered halftime with
a blank slate to Williams' total
three goals. The team utilized the
advantage Williams had enjoyed,
allowing the wind to help them
score twice in five minutes.
Freshman
midfielder
Peter
Marlette sent in the first goal
thanks to an assist from junior
defender Dan Kupper, and the
second came on an unassisted
shot by senior tri-captain forward
Jon Hayes. To fans, it appeared a
new game was taking place with
Trinity outshooting Williams 106, and five corner kicks to one.
In dramatic fashion the game
was decided with 61:51 on the
clock as Williams sank a left corner shot to break the game open.
The game ended with the
score 4-2 and the Bantams' season over.
"It was a great season," said
sophomore
defender
Paul
Scafariello,. "In our last game of
the season, we showed what got
into
the
NESCAC
us
Tournament in the first
hard work and deterrjipi«rlo"h. We
will work even harder next year
to do even better than this year."
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Weedon Sets Loss to Middlebury Drops Bants to Third Place
Trinity Shutout
Record at Seven
continued from page 24

continued from page 24
which gave the Polar Bears a 1-0 advantage.
With forty minutes to go in the second half,
Riker scored again.
Weedon again put in a stellar effort
against Bowdoin, and collected 13 saves in
the loss. She was disappointed with the
results of Sunday's game. "We had some
trouble offensively this season, and even just
a couple defensive breakdowns, of bad calls
from the referees can mean the game and in
this case, the season. It is really too bad; we
were the better team when we played them
in season and we were the better team
today."
The team graduates three players this
year: captains Emma Cordiano and Rachel
Talentino, and defenseman Katherine
O'Brien. "This year has been the best Trinity
team I have been a part of," said Cordiano,
"and everyone on the team should be very
proud of the effort, skill, and determination
they have brought. I know next year they
will be even better, and I'm sure 2008 will be
the year Trinity Women's Soccer wins [the]
NESCAC!"
Weedon also lamented the loss of the
seniors. "I can't wait for everything about
next season. It can't come soon enough,"
she said. "The one thing I am dreading is
not having the three: Emma [Cordiano],
[O'Brien] and Rach [Talentino] back. They
were all a huge part of this team and we're
going to miss them so much."

the Panthers' taking over at the Trinity 31yard line. Middlebury managed to drive the
ball all the way to the Bantam seven-yard
line before senior defensive tackle DJ. Lanz
recovered a fumble on a crucial third and
one, a play that looked to put the momentum heavily in the Bantams' favor.
However, the Panthers were able to score
later in the second quarter when
Middlebury wide receiver Andrew Matson
eluded a pair of defenders en route to a 40yard touchdown that tied the game at 14.
Neither team scored before both clubs

at the Bantam 21-yard line.
Early in the fourth quarter, Middlebury
tions, junior quarterback Eric McGrath
downed a punt at the Trinity one-yard line,
opened the game with a bang when he conand on the following play, they stopped
nected with senior wide out Joe Clark with
McGrath in the end zone for a safety worth
a 68-yard touchdown pass on only the fifth
two points. The Bantams fumbled away
play from scrimmage to give the team an
their next possession, and a 25-yard
early lead. The stout defense held
Middlebury touchdown pass gave the
Middlebury to a three and out on their
Panthers a 23-14 lead that would ultimately
ensuing possession and forced a punt. The
be the final score. Though the Bantams had
Bantams lost yards on their next possession,
two more possessions, they were unable to
and were forced to kick the ball back to
convert, and the Panthers controlled the
their opponents, yet a botched snap led to
game for the fourth quarter, holding the
the Panthers' recovering the ball
ball for 10:54 of the 15-minute
with excellent field position on
period.
the Trinity 17-yard line. Five runAfter the first quarter, neither
ning plays and a facemask penalteam was able to move the ball
ty later, the Panthers punched
very successfully because of the
the ball in on the ground from
weather, and the game was essenthree yards out to tie the game at
tially decided by which team was
a touchdown apiece.
able to limit its blunders.
McGrath was only able to throw
Not to be outdone, the
for 22 yards after his explosive
Trinity offense took the field
opening quarter, and the rushing
attempting to regain the lead.
attack amassed 87 yards on the
On third and long of their first
muddy field.
series, McGrath found Clark for
a 37-yard gain that set them up
"It basically came down to
at the Middlebury 28-yard line.
what team would turn the ball
After rushes of seven and eight
over less and what team was
yards to move them up field,
punting better," a soaking wet
McGrath again came through
Devanney said after' the game.
Courtesy of Jeff Pattefson, The Middlebury Campus
on third and long with a screen
"We
gave the ball away too
Nile Lundgren '08 returns an interception 39 yards in the third quarter.
pass to Matt Stafford for a 14much. In a game like this, the
yard touchdown. After junior kicker Adam entered the locker rooms at halftime for a goal is to try and. limit your errors."
Though this loss puts a serious damper
Cox connected on his second extra point, much-needed reprieve from the weather.
The teams opened the second half with on the Bantams' title hopes, and they will
the Bantams again found themselves with a
touchdown lead, and it looked as if the four straight punts. On their third posses- need some help from other teams to finish
Trinity offense would be able to move the sion, the Panthers drove deep in Trinity ter- in first place, they still have two games
ritory, yet the Bantams were able again to remaining on their schedule. They face off
ball throughout the game.
On Trinity's next position they went come up with a major defensive play when against Arnherst next weekend in Mass,
three and out and were forced to punt from senior linebacker Nile Lundgren picked off before hosting Wesleyan for the final game
deep within their own territory, resulting in Middlebury quarterback Donald McKillop of the season.
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Furnace upgraded 2005. New hot water heater
2006. Master bath Jacuzzi. Ceiling fans in all bedrooms. Finished basement with two rooms and
laundry room. Security system. 12x 16 deck.
Fenced yard with storage shed. $234,500. Larrye
deBear - Prudential CT Realty. (860) 571-6615.

College Students
Get 15% OFF full-price items.
MUST !ihti.v valid coiletjo }D Restrictions apply: visit store forRetails.

Corbins Corner Shopping Parka'de
1459A New Britain Ave.
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Inside Sports:
2004 vs. 2007,
page 21
Kat Conlon,
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The Trinity Tripod
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Bants End Panthers Dethrone Bantams in Soggy Saturday Game
Season on
Sad Note

which set up a game-altering safe- an excuse. "Did [the conditions] battle - we just couldn't get field
ty for the Panthers.
affect us? Yes. But both teams position."
Both teams struggled with the played in the same conditions,"
Despite the difficult condiIn a rain-soaked battle of first- weather, but Trinity Head Coach Devanney said. "It was a battle of
see LOSS on page 23
place teams, the Trinity College Jeff Devanney refused to use it as field position, and we lost that
Football team fell to the
Middlebury Panthers on Saturday
afternoon in Middlebury, Vt. by a
score of 24-13. Both teams entered
the game with only one loss and a
share of first place in the
NESCAC, but the Bantam loss
coupled with a Tufts win over
Amherst dropped them to third
place. Trinity entered the game as
the favorite, ranked second in
New England to Middlebury's
fourth. Trinity had also defeated
the Panthers the last five times
they had met.
The game was played in a torrential downpour, and it was
delayed at three points due to the
heavy rain and dangerous threats
of lightning. Any time a game is
played in such adverse conditions,
the weather is bound to affect the
outcome, and Saturday's contest
came down to a battle for field
position and the. abilities of the
punters. Trinity
sophomore
punter Grant Kunkel was able to
place two punts within the 10-yard
line, yet his Middlebury counterpart placed punts on the threeCourtesy of Jeff Patterson, The Middlebury Camp
and one-yard lines, the latter of Running back Justin Qmnones '08 rushes for five yards in the second quarter of Saturday's game against Middlebury. ;
By MATT FUENTES '09

TRIPOD STAFF

By STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10

' TRIPOD STAFF
The Trinity College Field
Hockey team's season ended all
too soon this Sunday with a firstround loss to the third-seeded
Middlebury Panthers, who beat
them twice in as many days, once
to close out the regular season,
and once to finish the postseason.
Middlebury, ranked third in
the New England West region and
ninth nationally, jumped out to an
early lead in the final game of the
regular season. Trinity responded
almost immediately when senior

M. Soccer Wmin Ftfst Women's Soccer Falls 2-0
Playoff Game Since 2003 in NESCAC Quarterfinal
Trinity record. "I did not even
By NORA HARRINGTON '08
Middlebury College Panthers.
TRIPOD STAFF
know that I set a Bantam record in
The Bantams put up a fight in
shutouts, but I am one hundred
undesirable weather conditions,
The Trinity Women's Soccer percent, sure that it was really the
Last weekend marked the end but suffered the sole goal in the
of the Trinity College Men's 73rd minute. Goalies Spencer team played a home game this defense that got it, not me," said
Soccer team's season after their Durland, a senior tri-captain, and week on their road to the Weedon. "I hardly had to do any- •
first appearance in the NESCAC junior Zac Trudeau combined for NESCAC playoffs. On Saturday, thing this season." Weedon had •
Oct. 27, the Bantams faced the seven saves in 90 minutes of play
Championship
Tournament 12 saves for Trinity.
since 2003. They entered as the
Middlebury was a formidable Middlebury College Panthers at for the Bantams. In addition to
sixth seed and finished 8-6 over- opponent, ranked first in New home. The Bantams defeated the Nwanagu's goal, freshman midfielder Alexa Notte led the;
all.
England and fifth in the nation, Panthers 1-0.
In the 60th minute, Bantam Bantams with two shots on goal;'
"As a senior, this was the best with a 12-2 season record.
On Sunday the men played junior midfielder Devin Nwanagu junior forward Erika Macias2yczyk:
of my four years playing at
:
Trinity. We had everyone con- the third-seeded Williams College received a thread from sophomore matched Talentino's shot on goal
tributing, from senior to fresh- Ephs away in the first round of forward Lauren Olsen, and sent in the game. Middlebury goalkeep-;
the ball flying past Middlebury er Plunkett collected three saves in!
man. Things like commitment, the NESCAC Tournament.
Williams controlled the first goalkeeper, Adele Plunkett, and her 90 minutes of play. The
drive, accountability - things we
stressed from the beginning of half, aided by the strong wind at into the lower left corner of the Bantams finished the regular seaour season - and the unity of the their backs, setting off nine cor- net. That one goal was all the son ranked eighth in New
team lead to our success," said ner kicks and 17 shots to Trinity's Bantams needed to defeat the : England, with a 7-4-3 overall
one. Eph midfielder Conor Panthers, although Middlebury record, and a 5-3-1 record in
senior midfielder Matt Coole.
I
The weekend kicked off with Smith headed the first goal after had an eight to six shot advantage NESCAC play.
over Trinity in the game.
the regular-season finale at home
On Sunday, Oct. 28, Trinity
on
Saturday
versus
the
see EPHS on page 22
After Saturday's match, senior traveled to Brunswick, Maine to
forward Rachel Talentino said, take on the Bowdoin College
"We weren't sure what to expect Polar Bears. In their previous regubecause they've been so good in lar season match-up on Oct. 20,
the past, but I think we out-played the Polar. Bears had defeated
them." Talentino contributed one Trinity 1-0 in Hartford. With
shot on goal in the game. Senior home field advantage, Bowdoir)
tri-captain Emma Cordiano said, shut out Trinity again with a final
"This game was a tremendous fight score of 2-0.
i
and a great win for our team. It
The first goal of the gams
was tough until the last minute occurred in the 43rd minute, Polaj
and it was truly one of the best Bear sophomore Dana Rike;
team wins this season."
received a high volley from Ant
Bantam freshman goalkeeper Zeigler, and Riker headed the baj
Emily Weedon collected her sev- into the net past a diving Weedon
E.G. Caner enth shutout of the season against
The Men's Soccer team fell, 1-0, to the Middlebury Panthers this past Saturday. Middlebury, which set a new
see WEEDON on page 23
By HANNAH CHARRY '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

E.G. Caner
Katie Curran '08 made an assist Sunday.

s „

co-captain forward Marisa Shutte
passed the ball to junior forward
Karli del Rossi, who found the
goal to tie the score at one.
Both defenses dominated until
just after the break, when the
Panther offense caught fire.
Middlebury rolled off four unansweredr goals in the .second half
against J freshman goalie Payden
Sra, who was playing in only her
second collegiate game after
Trinity's starting goalkeeper quit
unexpectedly last Monday.
She made eight saves, and
despite the lopsided final score of
5-1, Head Coach Anne Parmenter
was thrilled with her performance.
"She was amazing. I think it
showed our whole team what one
person can do," said Parmenter.
Sra was welcomed to the
NESCAC playoff scene the very
next day. This time it was the first
half that did Trinity in. The first
goal came on a rebound off Sra's
pads to give the Panthers the lead.
Eight minutes later came another
similar goal, and under two minutes later the Bantams found
see FIELD on page 21

